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Administrative Controls 
on Quantities Marketed in 

the Feed-Livestock Economy 

Lyle P. Schertz and Elmer W. Learn 

INTRODUCTION 

INCREASED ECONOMIC RETURNS to resources employed in 
U.S. agriculture is a goal often mentioned by farm leaders, econ

omists, and political aspirants. Although nearly everyone sub
scribes to this objective, there is considerable disagreement over 
how farm income might be increased. One suggestion which re
ceives serious consideration involves Federal programs utilizing 
quantity controls on marketings-direct control programs. 

This approach has often been re
ferred to as supply control. Recently, 
however, the term supply control has 
been used to describe any program in
volving restriction of output, includ
ing indirect control programs such as 
acreage allotments. For clarification, 
therefore, in this report the terms 
"direct controls" and "direct control 
programs" are used exclusivelv to re
fer to programs which specify quan
tities of farm products which may be 
marketed. 

Although direct control programs are 
frequently proposed, little is known 
about alternative means (mechanics) 
which might be used to implement such 
a program. Most writings concerning 

direct control programs have concen
trated on justification for such pro
grams and their potential effects on 
farm income.' But intelligent consid
eration of direct controls as a means to 
improve economic returns to farm re
sources requires knowledge of alter
native mechanics that might be used 
to implement such a program. 

Objective 
The overall objective of the study 

was to partially answer this question: 
If legislative action called for direct 
control of the products of the feed
livestock sector, what mechanics might 
be used to implement the program and 

Lyle P. Schertz and Elmer W. Learn are, respectively, research fellow and professor, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Minnesota. 

1 Exceptions are H. W. Halvorson, "Direct Management of Market Supplies, "Economic 
Policies for Agriculture in the 1960's, Implications of Four Selected Alternatives, Joint Eco
nomic Committee, 86th Congress, 2nd Session, November 1960, pp. 49-64; and C. E. French, 
V. H. Nielsen, Leland Spencer, and H. W. Halvorson, Dairy Supply and Price Policies, Na
tional Milk Producers Federation, 1960. 
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what would be their economic and ad
ministrative implications. It was not the 
purpose of the study to determine if 
direct controls of farm products are 
desirable or if, in fact, any control of 
farm production and marketings is de
sirable. Nor does the study compare 
effects of direct control programs with 
other policy choices. However, it is 
hoped that the findings will facilitate 
such comparisons. (An Iowa State Uni
versity study is concerned with an a
nalysis of indirect control programs. It 
also is a subproject of the interregional 
price policy project, IRM-1, "National 
Policies for Agricultural Prices and In
comes"). 

One phase of the study deals with 
identification and classification of alter
native mechanics which might be uti
lized: Which groups of products or in
dividual products might be controlled? 
How might bases, which would deter
mine the allocation of quotas, be dis
tributed? What are the alternative ap
proaches with respect to transfer of 
bases and quota certificates? What pro
cedures might be utilized to enforce 
program regulations? And what about 
government buying and selling of farm 
commodities as an adjunct to a direct 
control program? 

The other phase of the study ap
praised potential economic impacts of 
the classified mechanics and identified 
the administrative issues involved in 
implementing them. 

With the time and resources allo
cated, it was not possible to study 
mechanics of direct control for all ag
ricultural products. Hence, some de
limitation of commodity coverage was 
desirable. The specific delimitation 
chosen was to include products of the 
feed-livestock economy excluding 
dairy. This choice was guided by sev
eral factors: 

1. No extensive program of direct 
control in American agriculture could 

be operated_ without including all or a 
major part of this section. 

2. Many of the problem situations 
likely to be encountered in other sec
tors are present also in the feed-live
stock sector. Included are such factors 
as perishable and storable commodities, 
commodities produced primarily for 
further use within agriculture, and a 
wide geographic distribution of pro
duction and marketings. 

3. Dairy products were excluded 
from the analysis primarily because of 
the well-established and highly com
plex institutional framework of dairy 
markets. Although excluded from de
tailed analysis, interactions between 
dairy and the remainder of the feed
livestock sector were taken into ac
count. 

Outline and Approach 
Chapters I through III briefly set 

forth some aspects of the environ
ment-economic characteristics of U.S. 
agriculture, past government efforts to 
curtail farm production, and character
istics of the feed-livestock economy
which administrators of any control 
program of the feed-livestock industry 
would have to consider. Such informa
tion places proposed direct control pro
grams in perspective and sets the stage 
for the analyses in Chapters IV and V. 

Ability to use empirical data was 
limited because direct controls of farm 
marketings never have been utilized 
extensively. Thus, research relied 
heavily upon conclusions derived with 
economic theory. However, demand 
estimates developed by Brandow were 
used to estimate intercommodity ef
fects of controlled marketings and re
lated information.2 

Writings regarding the use of direct 
controls of agricultural production, es-

• G E Brandow Interrelations among Demands for Farm Products and Implications for 
Control· ot' Market Supply, Pennsylvania State University Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin 680, August 1961. 
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pecially those of Cochrane, served as 
the basis for outlining proposals for di
rect controls. Personal interviews were 
conducted with politicians, civil ser-

vants, lobbyists, farm leaders, business
men, and academicians to assist in iden
tifying different mechanics and their 
implications. 

Chapter I-Economic Characteristics of 
U. S. Agriculture 

THE FOLLOWING ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS of U. S. 
agriculture are of fundamental importance when considering 

means by which agricultural incomes can be improved: 

1. Domestic demand for total food is highly price and income 
inelastic. 

2. Individual agricultural producers in most cases cannot sig
nificantly influence market prices. 

3. Technological progress in agricultural production has been 
extremely rapid. 

4. Exit of resources from agriculture is impeded by frictions 
resulting from structural characteristics in both the agricul
tural and the nonagricultural economy. 

Consideration of these four characteristics suggests some of 
the most important environmental conditions which would in
fluence implementation of a direct control program for the feed
livestock economy. 

Inelastic Domestic Demand for Food 

Most empirical studies suggest that 
the retail price elasticity of demand for 
all food is about -0.20 to -0.30.8 Farm
level price elasticities are considered to 
be even more inelastic. For example, 
Brandow's estimate of the farm-level 
price elasticity for demand of farm 
products, -0.23, was one-third less than 
his retail price elasticity! An elasticity 
of -0.23 means that domestic con
sumption of total farm food products 

would increase only 0.23 percent if 
farm price declined 1 percent. Stated 
somewhat differently, it suggests that a 
!-percent decrease in the quantity of 
food on domestic markets would be ac
companied by a 4.35-percent increase 
in the farm price levels.5 

Price Elasticities 

Price elasticities for individual com
modities generally are greater than 
those for aggregates of which they are 

8 Several of these have been reviewed in, R. J. Foote, Price Elasticities of Demand for 
Nondurable Goods, with Emphasis on Food, AMS-96, USDA, March 1956. 

4 Brandow, p. 6. 
• The price elasticity of demand for total food implies equal_ percenta~e changes in the 

quantity of each farm commodity. For a discussion of how the price elasticity of demand for 
total food depends on which products are causing consumption and prices to change, see 
Brandow, p. 19. 
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a part. Although this general condition 
holds for farm products, the direct 
farm price elasticities for many in
dividual farm commodities are less 
than -1.0. 

Brandow estimated farm-level elas
ticities for major groups of commodities 
based on demands for nonfood uses and 
export as well as on demand for domes
tic food consumption. He obtained the 
following estimates: meat animals and 
poultry, -0.42; fats and oils, -0.33; 
and all milk, -0.40.0 The price elastici
ties of demand within these groups 
vary greatly. Hogs have a total farm
level price elasticity of -0.46 while 
sheep and Iambs have a price elasticity 
of -1. 78. Comparable elasticities for 
other products are: soybean oil -3.99; 
cottonseed oil -6.92; ice cream -0.11; 
butter -0.66; lard -0.54. 

Elasticities must be interpreted under 
the conventional conditions of other 
things being equal. For example, the 
high price elasticities of demand for 
cottonseed and soybean oil largely re
flect the close substitution between 
these commodities. Only if the price 
of soybean oil were held constant would 
the quantity response to a change in 
cottonseed oil price be as high as that 
indicated. Furthermore, if the soybean 
oil price did not change, a !-percent 
increase in the price of cottonseed oil 
would increase the quantity of soybean 
oil taken by 2.74 percent. 

Income Elasticities 

Income elasticities of demand for food 
in the aggregate and for many food 
commodities also are low. Economic 
growth in the nonfarm economy has 
not resulted in an equal rate of growth 
in the demand for farm food products. 

• Brandow, p. 6. 
• Brandow, p. 23. 

Under conditions where population is 
growing at 1.7 percent per year and 
per capita income is increasing 1.8 per
cent per year (the approximate con
ditions in recent years) Brandow esti
mates an annual increase in demand 
for food of only 1.9 percent! 

Effect of Individual Farmers 

Individual farmers cannot significant
ly influence market prices. Each pro
ducer provides only a small share of 
total market supplies and most farm 
commodities are relatively homogenous. 
Thus, action taken by any one pro
ducer can have only negligible impact 
on market prices--farmers are pure 
competitors.• Under such conditions it 
is not rational for an individual farmer 
to curtail production. This situation is 
true though prices and returns would 
increase if all producers restricted pro
duction. 

Technological Progress in 
Agricultural Production 

Not only do individual farmers, op
erating independently, lack incentives 
to curtail production in order to in
crease prices, but rational behavior as 
individuals often leads to depression 
of farm prices and incomes. Costs are 
the prime factor over which the farmer 
has some degree of control. Farmers 
often can reduce average costs of pro
duction by adopting technological im
provements, but many new technologies 
are output-increasing. Thus, when tech
nological advance takes place on a 
broad scale it involves increased total 
production unless total resources em
ployed in agriculture are reduced. 

• Requirements for pure competition among sellers are a large number of firms selling a 
homogeneous product. Perfect knowledge and freedom of exit and entry required for perfect 
competition are not involved. See Edward Hastings Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic 
Competition (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1948), Chapter Il for a more complete 
definition of pure competition and, in particular, how it contrasts with the concept of perfect 
competition. 
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Research indicates that technology 
has been largely responsible for rapid 
shifts in the supply function for food 
in the 1950's. These shifts have been 
greater than increases in demand for 
food. Daly argued: 

. . . Over time the entire [supply] curve 
shifts to the right at varying rates for dif
ferent commodities and different rates of 
technological development and these shifts 
in recent years have resulted in output ex
panding more rapidly than shifts in de
mand.• 

The resulting relation between supply 
and demand has depressed farm prices 
and incomes even though large amounts 
of farm products have been accumu
lated in government inventories or 
have been moved outside normal mar
ket channels. 

Restrictions on the Exit of Resources 
From Agriculture 

Per capita net farm income has been 
depressed relative to per capita non
farm income though government in
ventories have absorbed a large amount 
of the increased production induced by 
technological change. Average annual 
nonfarm per capita income in 1955-59 
was 72 percent higher than the aver
age for 1940-49. But farm per capita 
income was only 44 percent greater. 
Total resources employed in agricul
ture have not been reduced even 
though total earnings have been less 
than returns in other sectors of the 
economy.10 The substantial migration of 
labor from agriculture has been offset 
by increased capital inputs. 

Hendrix suggested that policies which 
result in general underemployment in 
the economy are buttressed by factors 
which cause agriculture to bear a large 
portion of the underemployment.11 He 
suggested that three factors combine to 

cause the incidence to fall most heavily 
on agriculture: 

1. A competitive agricultural labor 
market in a general economy hav
ing a large number of monopolistic 
and oligopolistic characteristics . 

2. Selectivity and discrimination 
processes which distribute under
employment heavily to agriculture. 

3. Agriculture's high rate of fertility 
combined with declining needs for 
farm labor. 

Other arguments stress the need for 
acquiring new skills if a family switches 
from farming to nonfarm employment 
and that farming is considered a "way 
of life" by many. Thus, emphasis on 
other than monetary returns tends to 
retard the response to depressed in
come situations. Another argument sug
gests that lower returns while farming 
are offset considerably over time by 
capital gains resulting from the long
term upward trend in land values. Fur
ther, some rural individuals combine 
part-time nonfarm employment with 
farming. 

Thus, though total farm revenue 
could be improved by decreasing total 
farm production, no individual farmer 
finds it rational to produce less. In
stead, farmers adopt new methods of 
production in attempts to lower costs. 
This action, when carried out by many, 
increases total production which de
presses farm prices and revenue. In 
response to these prices and income 
levels, labor resources left agriculture 
at a record rate during the past decade. 
However, the adjustment has not been 
sufficient to offset the effect of rapid 
changes in technology. 

These are not all of the economic 
aspects of environmental conditions 

• R. F. Daly. "Demand for Farm Products at Retail and the Farm Level, Some Empirical 
Measurements and Related Problems.'' Journal of the American Statistical Association Vol. 
53. No. 283, September 1958, p. 667. 

10 Changes in Farm Production and Efficiency, A Summary Report, Statistical Bulletin No. 
233, USDA, Revised July 1961. 

11 W. E. Hendrix, "Income Improvement Prospects in Low-Income Areas, Journal of Farm 
Economics XLI, No. 5, December 1959, pp. 1065-1075. 
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which administrators of direct control 
programs would have to consider. But 
to a large extent they provide the ra
tionale for the many government pro-

grams, especially production control 
programs, that have been proposed or 
established for the assistance of agri
culture. 

Chapter II-Curtailment of U.S. Farm Produc-
tion and Proposals for Direct Controls 

A REVIEW OF PAST FARM PROGRAMS designed to modify 
production and marketings of U. S. farm products provides 

helpful insights for identifying possible mechanics of direct con
trol programs. Past experiences also help in appraising the prob
able economic effects and administrative implications of alterna
tive mechanics. Programs up to 1960 are reviewed below. 

OUTLINE OF PAST GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS 
Programs Previous to 1933 

One of the first government activities 
designed to modify farm production 
was the U. S. Department of Agricul
ture (USDA) Outlook Service, initiated 
in 1923. Its objective was to encourage 
adjustments in production by providing 
farmers with price and supply informa
tion.12 Although the Outlook Service 
probably has not had an important ef
fect on the total amount of agricultur
al production, it would have an impor
tant influence on the administration of 
any direct control program. Its work to
gether with reports of the Statistical 
Reporting Service would be invaluable 
to administrators. 

The Federal Farm Board was the first 
major government action program de
signed purposely to modify the quantity 
of farm products marketed. The Board's 
responsibilities in promoting develop
ment of cooperatives and reducing farm 

price variability caused it to be inti
mately concerned with farm produc
tion and market supplies. It was hoped 
that the Board's activities could over
come shortcomings of the farm co
operative organizations. Although some 
cooperatives had tried to control pro
duction of particular products, such ac
tion had been extremely difficult. Many 
of the vocal enthusiasts for the coopera
tive movement did not fully recognize 
the relation between the interest of the 
individual farmer and that of the group. 
The more effective the group's action, 
the more incentive individual members 
had for not cooperating.13 

Four types of stabilizing measures 
were discussed in the Farm Board's first 
annual report. One type referred to 
". . . measures for prevention of sur
pluses, through control of excessive pro
duction ... ," but the Board never at
tempted to control production. Instead, 
emphasis was placed upon loans and 

12 For a review of the development of outlook activity, see Henry C. and Anne Dewees 
Taylor. The Story of Agricultural Economics in the United States 1840-1932 (Ames: The Iowa 
State College Press, 1952), pp. 447-479. 

,. See O. B. Jesness, Cooperative Marketing and Price Control, University of Kentucky, 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 271, 1926, and 0. B. Jesness, The Cooperative Market
ing of Tobacco, University of Kentucky, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 288, 1928, 
for detailed information regarding the use of cooperatives to market tobacco in the 1920's. 
Murray R. Benedict, Farm Policies of the United States 1790-1950 (New York: The Twentieth 
Century Fund, 1953) contains a description of the Sapiro movement on pp. 194-199. 
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purchases which removed commodities 
from regular market channels. This pro
cedure led to the accumulation of in
ventories that were large in comparison 
to financial appropriations. 

Eventually the Farm Board was 
abandoned. However, its experiences 
and lessons influenced the design of 
programs implemented in the 1930's, 
some of which still are in effect. 

Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration, 1933-36 

Failure of the Farm Board and con
tinued depressed farm prices gave im
petus to development of new farm legis
lation in the early 1930's. The new ad
ministration in 1933 proposed a program 
aimed at adjusting farm production and 
marketings. Efforts were made to de
crease production of grain and fiber 
crops and of one livestock product, 
pork. Emergency plow-up programs, 
hog purchase programs, curtailment of 
acreage, marketing agreements, and 
marketing licenses and orders were 
used." But these activities were stymied 
when the Supreme Court ruled in fa
vor of Butler et al., receivers of Hoosac 
Mills Corporation on January 6, 1936. 
As a result, most of the earlier pro
grams designed to modify production 
and marketings were discontinued. 

When appraising the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration (AAA), 
Nourse, Davis, and Black assessed the 
possibilities of controlling production 
over time: 

Our general conclusion from the experi
ence with production control in 1933-35, so 
far as we can observe it through the dust 
of the drought, is that the effectiveness of 
these devices is such as to make them 
practicable in emergency periods. Should 
crises of similar magnitude reappear in 
the future and could constitutional barriers 
be avoided or removed, such efforts could 

again be used to advantage for a period of 
two or three years. The experience does 
not, however, give support to the belief 
that similar controls could be made prac
ticable as a means of holding the course of 
production over the years close to a line 
laid out in accordance with a continuously 
operating plan.is 

Soil Conservation and Domestic 
Allotment Act 

Substitute farm legislation was quick
ly proposed in 1936 after the Hoosac 
Mills Decision. With the politically pow
erful term "conservation," public sup
port was obtained for a government 
program which paid farmers to divert 
acreage from "soil-depleting" to "soil
conserving" crops. Thus, income trans
fers to farmers were continued until 
more effective and constitutionally ac
ceptable control procedures could be 
devised." 

The Agricultural Adjustment 
Act of 1938 

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938 has been the basic authority for 
most production control programs used 
since.11 It provided for the use of acre
age allotments for certain crops, ini
tiated an extensive program of nonre
course loans on selected commodities, 
and directed the Secretary of Agricul
ture to proclaim national marketing 
quotas under specified supply condi
tions. 

The provision for nonrecourse loans 
has been the primary authority for gov
ernment support of farm prices. In the 
1938-40 period, production exceeded 
"market clearing" quantities at support 
prices. Hence, the government accumu
lated stocks of farm products. Following 
1940, however, war caused emphasis to 
be placed on increased rather than de-

u The publications of the Brookings Institution including Edwin G. Nourse, Joseph S. 
pavis, and John D. Black, Three Years of the Agricu!tura! _Ad;ustmen~ Admi~istration (Wash
ington: The Brookings Institution, 1937), and the related six commodity studies, are excellent 
references for details of programs pursued and their consequences. 

15 Nourse et al., p. 150. 
18 For more detail on the activities of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in 1936 

and 1937 see Benedict, pp. 350-352. 
17 52 Stat. 31 (and succeeding supplements). 
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creased farm production, and the gov
ernment disposed of its inventories. 

Acreage allotments and marketing 
quota programs were not used exten
sively again until the late 1940's. Again, 
production restrictions did not prevent 
accumulation of commodities in govern
ment inventories at the levels of price 
supports. This situation was relieved in 
the early 1950's with expansion in de
mands associated with the Korean War. 
However, farm products have accumu
lated in government inventories since 
1953 with price supports generally held 
above levels at which total production 
could be utilized in commercial chan
nels or in surplus disposal outlets.18 

Other Control Legislation 

The Jones-Costigan Sugar Act,1° ap
proved in 1934 as an amendment to the 
1933 Agricultural Adjustment Act, was 
the first legislation to provide for quo
tas on domestic sugar marketings. The 
Sugar Acts of 1937"' and 194821 reen
acted many provisions of the earlier 
legislation. Since that time legislation 
has authorized application of quotas 
when they are considered necessary, 
assessment of taxes on sugar processed 
in the United States, and distribution of 
government payments to farmers who 
comply with sugar crop proportionate 
shares. Loan and purchase programs 
have not been instituted for sugar and, 
in turn, no government inventory has 
been accumulated. Transfer of income 
to farmers has been accomplished 
through the combination of higher con
sumer sugar prices and government 
payments to farmers. Sugar prices have 
reflected the payment of processing 
taxes, regulation of imports into the 
U. S. market, and restriction of U. S. 

production. Government payments have 
been offset, in a bookkeeping sense, by 
processing taxes levied on all sugar pro
cessed in the United States. 

The Soil Bank Act of 1956 was an
other attempt to modify U. S. farm pro
duction and to transfer income to farm
ers.22 It provided government payments 
to farmers for placing cropland in the 
Conservation Reserve and for placing 
particular types of cropland in the A
creage Reserve. Thus, the Acreage Re
serve portion of the Soil Bank was di
rected toward specific commodities as 
well as general farm production. Al
though earlier price and income sup
port programs had diverted land from 
one use to another, the Soil Bank was 
the first attempt to completely idle 
tracts of agricultural land. 

IMPLICATIONS OF PAST 
PROGRAMS 

Certain aspects of past control pro
grams are of significance in considering 
direct control programs. Three are par
ticularly important: 

1. Total U. S. agricultural production 
seldom has been restricted significantly 
by government farm programs. 

2. Price supports have been retained 
at levels which resulted in large gov
ernment inventories. 

3. Some nonfarm groups have bene
fited from surplus conditions. 

Little Effect on Total Production 

Total U. S. agricultural production 
seldom has been restricted significantly 
by government farm programs. Most 
control programs have focused only on 

l8 Detailed information regarding the use of allotments and quotas, price support levels, 
and government inventories are given in: Acreage Allotment and Marketing Quota Summary, 
USDA, 1955 and revision; Price Support Statistical Handbook, USDA, 1960; and Commodity 
Credit Corporation Charts, USDA, published annually. 

ID 48 Stat. 670. 
20 50 Stat. 903. 
21 61 Stat. 922. 
22 70 Stat. 188. 
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the control of one farm input, land. 
Hence, farmers have been free to sub
stitute other resources for land. Fur
thermore, many programs have been 
commodity oriented. Acreage diverted 
from the "controlled" crop could be 
used for production of uncontrolled 
crops. This approach has tempered the 
effects of the programs on total farm 
production. For example, resources kept 
out of production of crops such as 
wheat, cotton, and sugar beets by a
creage allotment and marketing quota 
programs usually have produced other 
crops, principally feed grains. Also, 
farmers usually need not comply with 
all farm programs to receive benefits 
from any given one. Furthermore, spe
cial consideration has repeatedly been 
given small farmers thereby lessening 
effectiveness in reducing total produc
tion. 

Farmers usually have been allowed to 
decide individually whether to partici
pate in a given program. The AAA 
programs in 1933-35, the Soil Conserva
tion and Domestic Allotment programs 
of 1936 and 1937, acreage allotments 
without marketing quotas, and the Soil 
Bank have permitted farmers to par
ticipate on a voluntary basis. Partici
pation often has been encouraged by 
offering government payments to par
ticipants. Only in a few cases have net 
returns of nonparticipating farmers 
been lowered significantly by the pro
gram. One example, however, is the 
Bankhead Cotton Control Aet of 1934 
where a severe tax reduced th':! returns 
of those not "voluntarily" participating 
in the AAA cotton program. 

Marketing quota programs have been 
involuntary since all producers have 
been required to participate in the pro
gram. But failure to require cross-com
pliance has made it possible to comply 
with involuntary programs without par
ticipating in voluntary programs. This 
situation has made it possible to use 
resources kept out of production of 
such crops as wheat and sugar. It also 
has been a factor in obtaining produc
ers' acceptance in referendums. 

11 

Marketing quota programs generally 
have perpetuated the practice of con
trolling land inputs. Individual farm 
marketing quotas for rice, wheat, and 
cotton have been defined as the higher 
of the amount actually produced on an 
assigned acreage allotment or that nor
mally produced on the acreage allot
ment. This permits marketing of more 
than current production in years of poor 
crops but does not restrict marketing of 
more than "normal" production in fa
vorable years. Thus, it retains indirect 
rather than direct control on market
ings. 

Although land retirement programs 
such as the Soil Bank have idled land, 
the programs have operated so that 
their effect on total farm production in 
many cases has been small. They have 
not been designed to remove high-yield
ing acreages of the individual farms 
from production, and the practice of 
removing whole farms from production 
was modified. Thus labor and capital re
sources have been freed for more inten
sive use on the remaining acreage. In 
addition, the potential effects on mar
ketings have been diminished by not 
concentrating the program expenditures 
in areas and on crops in need of larg
est production adjustments. 

Thus, significant restriction of total 
farm production by direct control pro
grams would represent a departure 
from the usual situation under past 
programs. 

Government Inventories 

Price supports have been retained at 
levels which resulted in large govern
ment inventories. Society, through Con
gress, has been unwilling to restrict 
total farm production significantly, yet 
since 1933 it has offered price support 
programs to farmers. These programs 
implicitly required accumulation of a 
large quantity of farm products in gov
ernment inventories except in periods 
of expanded demand due to wars. 

The government has not accumulated 
an inventory of sugar, and the Com-



modity Credit Corporation holdings 
of tobacco have accounted for only 
a small portion of government-held 
farm stocks. Programs for these crops 
often are cited as examples of success
ful control programs. However, neither 
the tobacco or sugar program has re
quired cross compliance. And it has 
been possible to grow other crops on 
land held out of tobacco and sugar pro
duction. These aspects suggest that 
neither program has been as restrictive 
on individual farmer activity as would 
likely be the case under a direct con
trol program covering several products. 

The practice of using contracts be
tween producers and sugar processors 
and the lack of specified price supports 
for sugar crops also have had a signifi
cant influence on the administration and 
the implementation of the sugar pro
gram. In addition, with deficit crops it 
is possible to cut back supplies in do
mestic markets by restricting imports. 
This at least partially relieves need for 
restricting domestic production. Also, 
unique institutional arrangements fa
cilitate marketing control in the sugar 
industry. 

At least in the short run, government 
accumulation of farm commodities has 
insulated the prices of many uncon
trolled agricultural commodities from 
being directly influenced by "excess" 
total resources devoted to agricultural 
production.23 Although government in
ventory includes relatively few com
modities, producers of other farm prod
ucts have benefited from the programs. 
Lower prices for supported commodi
ties would have lowered prices of other 
farm products because of ability to 
shift farm resources among production 
of alternative products in many seg
ments of U.S. agriculture. 

As evidenced by past legislation, so
ciety has chosen to transfer income to 
farmers by accumulation of stocks, sur-

""Brandow, pp. 92-95. 

plus disposal, and increased food prices. 
Legislators have not voted to and 
farmers have not been willing to re
strict production to a level at which 
farm incomes comparable to those now 
received would be derived entirely 
from consumer expenditures. Nor have 
legislators been willing to allow farm 
income to decline to free market levels. 

A significant consideration in direct 
controls is that the farm surplus has 
taken the form of "an excess in the 
quantity supplied over that demanded 
at a given price," rather than "low 
farm prices and low farm incomes."" 
Direct controls are much less attractive 
to farmers if considered as a substitute 
for the present system of stocks accu
mulation than if considered as a sub
stitute for low income and low prices 
generated under conditions in which 
price supports were not employed and 
production was not restricted. To raise 
total farm income from present levels 
through effectively restricting produc
tion and eliminating government ac
cumulation of farm products (without 
direct payments) would require in
creases in farm prices sufficient to off
set (1) revenue now obtained from gov
ernment accumulation, and (2) revenue 
now received for that portion of pro
duction which would have to be with
held from the open market in order to 
raise prices. In contrast, if the surplus 
had been entirely in the form of low 
prices and incomes, initial restrictions 
of production would have an immediate 
upward effect upon total farm income. 

In both cases discussed, the level of 
production needed for a given total 
farm revenue is the same but political 
realities are vastly different. Farmers 
may be involved in a choice between 
effective controls and free market con
ditions, but in the past they have had 
little reason to believe that such is the 

"See John M. Wetmore, Martin E. Abel, Elmer W. Learn, and Willard W. Cochrane, 
Policies for Expanding the Demand for Farm Food Products in the United States: Part I. His
tory and Potentials, University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bul
letin 231. April 1959, p. 4, for details of these two concepts of surplus. 
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case. In postwar years new farm pro
grams generally have been presented to 
farmers as a means whereby farm in
come could be increased from current 
levels-levels which have depended 
heavily upon large government pur
chases. 

Some Nonfarm Groups Benefit 

Many nonfarm individuals and groups 
have a special interest in continuation 
of high level agricultural production 
though it involves huge accumulation 
of stocks by the government or low 
farm prices and incomes. This would 
influence implementation of a direct 
control program. Effective control of 
production, in all likelihood, would in
volve a reduction in farm inputs such 
as fertilizers, machinery, seed, formula 
feed, farm storage bins, and credit capi
tal. A reduced farm output obviously 
would result in a decreased volume of 
products handled by the marketing sys
tem. Volume is of vital importance to 
most marketing firms, especially in in
dustries with excess capacity.25 De
creases in volume of consumption prob
ably would have an adverse effect on 
margins in such industries. 

The grain storage industry has a spe
cial interest in continuation of large 
government inventories of farm prod
ucts. The industry has performed a 
valuable service in building storage 
capacity, but has received both direct 
and indirect benefits through storage 
programs. Storage payments and bene
fits from blending government-held 
grain have added to returns. If a con
trol program restrained production to a 
level at which surpluses were not ac
cumulated, warehouses would suffer 
from loss of government storage rev-

enue and could be adversely affected 
by decreased commercial storage rates 
associated with excess capacities.26 

Benefits to processors storing govern
ment-owned farm products also illus
trate how some nonfarm groups gain 
from surplus conditions. Processors 
have benefited from storing govern
ment-owned farm products through re
ceipt of storage revenue and the advan
tages of blending government grain. In 
addition, storage of old crop govern
ment wheat in mill elevators has en
abled many millers to reduce signifi
cantly their own stocks of old crop 
wheat at harvest time. Small free car
ry-in stocks of wheat during some recent 
years compared to previous carry-ins 
reflects this practice. Formerly, substan
tial amounts of old crop wheat were 
carried past harvesttime by millers to 
assure a smooth transition in the quali
ty of flour. 

It is argued that availability of gov
ernment grain in years of inverse car
rying charges from one crop year to an
other saves substantial premium losses 
and at the same time makes it possible 
to mix old crop wheat with new crop 
wheat for milling. Some new crop 
wheat is merely exchanged for selected 
old crop government wheat. 

To argue that certain individuals, co
operatives, or corporations have a fi
nancial interest in perpetuating the 
"farm surplus" is not meant as unfavor
able criticism. Many groups have con
flicts of interest. Nor is the discussion 
intended in any way to suggest that 
those providing storage have been over
paid. In fact, they may have been un
derpaid. Furthermore, the above argu
ment does not imply that surplus con
ditions do not have adverse effects on 
some nonfarm industries; they do. The 

25 R. B. Heflebower, "Competition and Pricing Methods in Basic Industries, :with Special 
Reference to Flour Milling," address delivered before Millers' National Federat10n, May 16, 
1957. Donald A. Markwalder, "The Flour Milling Industry: An Economic Study of Excess 
Capacity," The Northwestern MiUer, March 6, 1961 and following issues. 

26 A listing of recipients of storage payments in excess of. $500,000 I_11ade by the Coll!
modity Credit Corporation in the calendar year 1~59 !o compam_es operatmg und~r the Um
form Grain Storage Agreements appears in Investigatw~ of Grat'!- St_orage Operat!ons of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation, Hearings before the Special Investigating Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, U.S. Senate, 86th Congress, 2nd Session, January 12, 
14; March 11, 23; April 28; May 12, 17, and 26, 1960, pp. 402-403. 
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discussion is intended, however, as a 
reminder that some groups have a 
special interest in a high level of farm 
production though it may mean farm 
surpluses in the form of low farm prices 
or government accumulation of farm 
products. 

The political power of the farm re
lated and nonfarm groups interested in 
continuing large farm production must 
be considered. Their political strength 
may prevent transfer of incomes to ag
riculture unless the programs contain 
provisions which assure high level farm 
production. 

Other Implications 

Most crop control programs have pro
vided for establishment of base acre
ages from which reductions were meas
ured. Determination of these bases has 
been one of the most important opera
tional features of control programs. Of
ten records were not available or evi
dence such as sales receipts had been 
altered. The net result has been lenien
cy in establishing individual farm bases. 

For example, in the 1961 Feed Grain 
Program, the 1959-60 acreage was to 
serve as a base for adjustments and 
payments. Actually the total corn and 
grain sorghum acreages assigned to 
farmers as base acreages were 105 per
cent of the then estimated average acres 
planted to these crops in 1959 and 
1960.27 This relieved administrators of 
precisely determining the individual 
1959-60 acreages and permitted larger 
payments for actual cutbacks in pro
duction than those indicated by an
nounced payment rates. 

In addition, the use of past acreage 
and production as the criteria for per
manent allocation of acreage allotments 

prevents desirable shifts in production 
patterns and retards adjustments in 
farming dictated by comparative ad
vantage. Various means have been de
vised in attempts to relieve this difficul
ty. For example, the 1938 Act stated 
that for wheat, "not more than three 
per centum of such county allotment 
shall be apportioned to farms on which 
wheat has_ not been planted during any 
of the three marketing years immedi
ately preceding the marketing year in 
which the allotment is made."28 This op
portunity has not been utilized fully. 

Use of local farmer committees has 
increased the likelihood of programs 
being implemented in a manner con
sistent with local situations. This prac
tice also has enhanced farmer coopera
tion and has made off-farm employment 
possible for some farmers. On the other 
hand, the possibility of using these or
ganizations for promotion of partisan 
politics is important. Activity carried 
on at the time the Brannan Plan was 
debated has been challenged as impro
per. 20 Mailings to committeemen which 
highlighted arguments for the Secre
tary's plan were attacked. Some indi
viduals vehemently argued that a meet
ing of committeemen in St. Paul at 
which Secretary Brannan and Senator 
Humphrey spoke was an improper use 
of tax money. 

Programs designed to control farm 
production have evolved gradually over 
time except when crises occurred. Re
semblance of the 1961 Feed Grain Pro
gram to the Soil Bank, which in turn 
had striking similarities to the 1936-37 
program, is an example. Many program 
provisions of the 1960's are the same as 
or similar to provisions used in the 
1930's. Examples are acreage allotments, 
price supports, exemptions for small 

21 Data for this calculation appear In Report on the 1961 Feed Grain Program to the Presi
dent of the Senate, USDA, June 21, 1961; Crop Production, USDA, December 16, 1960 and 
March 17, 1961. For the provisions requiring that the total feed grain base in anjY county could 
not exceed 105 percent of "average adjusted corn and grain sorghum acreages' see 1961 Feed 
Grain Program Regulations, Title 6, Chapter IV, Subchapter E, Part 495, Sec. 494.9, Federal 
Register, June 15, 1961. 

.. Agricultural Adjustment 1937-38, AAA, USDA, 1939, p. 169. 
•R. M. Christenson, The Brannan Plan, Farm Politics and Policy, (Ann Arbor: The Uni

versity of Michigan Press, 1959), pp. 114-42. 
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producers, and the voluntary features. 
The crisis brought on by the depression 
led to legislation which might not have 
been approved under calmer circum
stances. Compared with previous pro
grams, the 1933 Act appeared to be a 
drastic change. On the other hand, it 
was based heavily on many suggestions 
proposed in the late 1920's. A crisis, al
though of a different type, again ac
counted for the sharp changes in pro
grams in 1936. The Hoosac Mills De
cision forced the administration to offer 
a substitute program hurriedly. 

PROPOSALS FOR DIRECT 
CONTROLS 

Many suggestions for improving farm 
income are based on adjusting at least 
some of the environmental conditions 
of agriculture. As the review of control 
programs indicates, some of these sug
gestions have been implemented. One 
proposal which has not been imple
mented, direct control of marketings, 
has been a part of the farm policy de
bate in various forms since the 1920's. 
Recently, however, the proposal has re
ceived increased attention. 

In late 1956 Willard W. Cochrane, a 
leading proponent for production con
trol, outlined a negotiable certificate 
program to control directly food prod
ucts sold by farmers into marketing 
channels."" National sales quotas would 
be established by the USDA to yield 
fair prices previously determined by 
Congress. Cochrane suggested that 
these quotas probably would be divided 
into farm shares according to past pro
duction. 

The outline presented in 1956 was re
printed in Cochrane's Farm Prices: 
Myth and Reality ... There it was ar-

gued that commercial farmers faced a 
choice between free market conditions 
or production and marketing controls. 
To give greater meaning to the "supply 
control" suggestion, two variations of a 
possible wheat program were outlined ... 

The first included provision for a na
tional sales quota of wheat for domestic 
food and exports. Quota size was to be 
such as to yield a "fair" price to be de
fined by Congress. Coupons for pro rata 
shares of the national sales quota would 
have to accompany all wheat milled and 
exported. Each farmer could sell as 
much feed wheat as he desired at feed 
price levels. 

The second variation included two na
tional sales quotas, one for food and 
export, the other for feed wheat. No 
farmer could sell any wheat not cov
ered by one or the other type of pro 
rata shares of the national quotas. To 
assure flexibility in administration and 
realization of desired prices, a govern
ment purchase and storage program was 
proposed with both alternatives. 

A provision limiting applications of 
national sales quota to those approved 
in producer referendums was intro
duced into the proposal in 1959.83 As on 
previous occasions, it was recognized 
that certain benefits of the proposed 
programs would be capitalized into the 
transfer prices of negotiable certificates. 
The potential regressive effect of the 
proposal on consumers through higher 
food prices and the regressive distribu
tion of increased revenues among pro
ducers of farm products was recognized. 
So were the likely adverse price effects 
on producers of farm products, such as 
feed grains, used in further agricultural 
production. 

In a later article Cochrane suggested 
that foreign surplus disposal could ease 
the cutbacks in U. S. production which 

sow. W. Cochrane, "An Appraisal of Recent Changes in Agricultural Programs In the 
United States," Jour. Farm Econ. XXXIX, No. 2, May 1957, pp. 285-299. 

01 w. W. Cochrane, Farm Prices: Myth and Reality, (Minneapolis, University of Minne
sota Press, 1957), p. 173 • 

.. Ibid., pp. 174-176. 
uw. w. Cochrane, "Some Further Reflections on Supply Control," Jour. Farm Econ. 

XLI, No. 4, November 1959, pp. 697-717. 
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otherwise would be needed." He cau
tioned, however, that to dispose of sur
pluses without limiting increased pro
duction induced by technology would 
not have lasting benefits. 

The general concept of supply con
trol as developed by Cochrane was 
spelled out in greater detail for the 
dairy industry in a study sponsored by 
the National Milk Producers Federa-

tion.35 It contained a suggestion that 
producers consider a negotiable base 
and certificate program which provided 
penalties for marketing milk in excess 
of quantities specified by the certifi
cates. In 1960, Halvorson summarized 
the suggestions included earlier in the 
milk study and also outlined a hatchery 
control program that might be used to 
influence poultry production."" 

Chapter III-The Feed-Livestock Economy 

ADMINISTRATORS OF DIRECT CONTROLS also would have 
to take into account the characteristics of the feed-livestock 

economy.37 The most important considerations are: 

1. Diversity of the marketing systems handling farm products. 

2. Changes in geographic production patterns. 

3. Distribution of farm firms by size of enterprises. 

These specific considerations are selected for detailed discus
sion because of their relevance to direct controls. 

Diversity of the Marketing Systems 

The many variations of the market
ing systems for products of the feed
livestock sector are the basis for some 
of the most perplexing economic and 
administrative problems associated with 
direct control programs. 

Transfers of livestock products take 
place through terminal and auction 
markets and by direct sales to packers, 
local dealers, and other farmers. 38 Sales 

to local dealers and other farmers are 
especially important to direct controls; 
Phillips and Engelman estimated that 
in 1955 23 percent of U. S. livestock 
sales involved local dealers or other 
farmers as purchasers ... Direct sales to 
other farmers are particularly im
portant for feeder livestock. Estimates 
indicate that 17 percent of feeder cat
tle and calf purchases, 43 percent of 
feeder hog and pig purchases, and 20 

34 W. W. Cochrane, "Farm Technology, Foreign Surplus Disposal and Domestic Supply 
Control," Jour. Farm Econ. XLI No. 5, December 1959, pp. 885-899. 

85 C. W. French, W. H. Nielsen, Leland Spencer, and H. W. Halvorson, Dairy Supply and 
Price Policies, National Milk Producers Federation, 1960. 

36 H. W. Halvorson, "Direct Management of Market Supplies," Economic Policies for Ag
riculture in the 1960's, Implications of Four Selected Alternatives, Joint Economic Committee, 
86th Congress, 2nd Session, November 1960, pp. 49-64. 

37 In this study the term feed-livestock economy refers to farm firms and farm resources 
which produce livestock, livestock products, poultry, poultry products, feed grains, hay, pas
ture, and soybeans. Resources producing soybeans were included because of the value of soy
bean meal relative to the total value of soybean products, and because soybean production 
is concentrated in areas which also produce large amounts of feed grains and livestock. The 
terms feed-livestock sector, feed-livestock industry and feed-livestock economy are used 
interchangeably . 

.. Victor B. Phillips and Gerald Engelman, Market Outlets for Livestock Producers, Mar
keting Research Report No. 216, AMS, USDA, March 1958, p. 14. 

•• Ibid. 
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Table l. Estimated number of livestock market outlets by types, North Central States,• 1956 

Outletst 
East North 

Central States 
West North 

Central States 
North 

Central States 

Terminals 15 11 
653 

26 
1,013 
5,401 

686 

Auctions . . 360 
Dealers ------·--------- 2,668 2,733 

183 Local markets . 503 
Slaughtering establishments 

Wholesale 
Local 

379 
441 

155 
135 

534 
576 

• North Central States included Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 

t For definitions of categories see Newberg, pp. 5-7. 
Source: Newberg, p. 13. 

percent of feeder sheep and lamb pur
chases made by farmers in the North 
Central region in 1956 were from other 
farmers.'° Farmers not only buy and 
sell their livestock products through 
a diverse marketing system, they 
also market their livestock in lots of 
varying size." For example, in 1956 
more than 10 percent of the slaughter 
hog sales in the North Central region 
involved lots of less than 10 animals. 

Farm slaughter of livestock continues 
to be important although it accounts 
for a relatively small percentage of 
total slaughter."' Percentages of total 
slaughter that occurred on farms in 
1960 are: cattle, 3 percent; calves, 4 
percent; hogs, 6 percent; sheep and 
lambs, 2 percent. 

Because output control programs 
often imply controls at the point of 
product transfer from farmers, the size 
and number of outlets for livestock 
have important implications for moni
toring farm sales. Although tnere are 
few terminal markets in the North Cen
tral regions, there are many auctions, 
dealers and local markets (table 1). The 
size of these outlets varies. For ex
ample, more than half of the auction 

markets handled less than 10,000 units 
in 1955 (table 2). In comparison, aver
age volume per market in the 64 ter
minal markets was 608,000 units in 
1955."' 

Table 2. Number and relative importance of 
livestock auctions by size, United States 1955 

Percent of all 
Size in terms of livestock handled 
marketing units Number by auctions 

Under 10,000 .... 
10,000-24,999 . 
25,000-39,999 .. . 
40,000-54,999 .... . 
55,000 or more ..... 

Total ... 

1,330 
720 
163 
53 
56 

2,322 

20.6 
38.0 
17.0 
8.3 

16.l 
100.0 

• One marketing unit or equivalent equals 
1 head of cattle, 3 calves, 4 hogs, or 10 sheep 
and lambs. 

Source: Phillips and Engelman, p. 16. 

Some livestock slaughter plants are 
quite small. A North Carolina study 
showed that local butchers operate with 
an extremely small volume." The study 
indicated further that while 20 packers 
accounted for 82 percent of the 
slaughter in North Carolina, 130 
slaughterers and processors handled the 
other 18 percent, averaging only about 
400,000 pounds per plant in 1957 ... 

••Richard R. Newberg, Livestock Marketing in the North Centrai Region: I. Where Farm
ers and Ranchers Buy and SeU, University of Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Research 
Bulletin 846, December 1959, pp. 36, 53, 64. 

41 Ibid., p. 141. 
.. Livestock siaughter, 1960, MtAn 1-2- (61) Crop Reporting Board, USDA, April, 1961. 
'"Phillips and Engelman, p. 14. 
"W. L. Fishel and J. C. Williamson, Jr., The Marketing of Livestock and Meat in North 

Caroiina, North Carolina State College A. E. Information Series No. 79, September 1960, p. 36 . 
•• Ibid., p. 24. 
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Table 3. Feed gra.lm, production and use on farms where grown, U.S. 1959 and 1960 crops 

1959 crop 1960 crop 
Used on farms Used on farms 

Production where grown Production where grown 

Million Million Million Million 
bushels bushels Percent bushels bushels Percent 

Corn• ............................. 4,281 2,589 60 4,323 2,553 59 
Oats 1,066 785 74 1,155 821 71 
Sorghum grain 585 161 28 620 156 25 
Barley 422 139 33 431 146 34 

• Includes grain equivalent of silage and forage as well as grain. 
Source: Field and Seed Crops: Production, Farm Use, Sales and Value by States, 1959-601 CrPr 1 (61), USDA, May 1961, and Field and Seed Crops; Production, Farm Use, Sales ana 

Value by States, 1960-61 CrPr 1 (62), USDA, May 1962. 

A large share of egg sales are made 
direct to consumers and a significant 
amount of total egg production is con
sumed on farms where produced. Esti
mates of the movement of eggs by type 
of farm market outlet are not available 
for recent years. However, the USDA 
estimated in 1958 that about 15 percent 
of the eggs consumed did not enter 
commercial channels ... 

Marketing systems handling feed 
grains and soybeans also include many 
variations. Practically all soybeans 
move to processors or exporters, but 
large amounts of feed grains are used 
on farms where grown (table 3). Heid's 
data" and production and farm use 
data48 indicate that for the 1959 crop 
approximately 54 percent of feed grain 
production ( corn, oats, barley, sor
ghum grain, and rye) was used as 
grain on farms where produced. Six 
percent was sold to other farmers. And 
40 percent was transferred from farm
ers to a marketing agency (off-farm 
sales). 

It is of particular importance to a 
direct control program that one-half of 
the 1959-produced feed grain sold off
farms eventually was purchased by 
farmers. For example, 8.7 of the 53 mil
lion tons of feed grains received by 

country elevators from farmers were 
sold back to farmers in the form of 
grain. Prepared animal feeds, seeds, 
and millfeeds purchased by farmers ac
counted for an additional 22.8 million 
tons of feed grains. 

These descriptions cover only some of 
the more important aspects of the dif
ferences in marketing systems for feed, 
livestock, and poultry products. They 
do emphasize, however, that successful 
implementation of a direct control pro
gram for one product would not neces~ 
sarily mean that exactly the same type 
of program would be suitable for an
other product. Marketing systems may 
be sufficiently diverse to cause a sharp 
difference in the success of the pro
grams. 

Changes in Geographic 
Production Patterns 

In the past, control programs have 
influenced the geographic location of 
production. Consequently, suggestions 
for direct controls have evoked con
cern over the possible effects of such 
programs on the location of production. 
This concern is heightened because past 
control programs generally have at
tached production rights to land, and 
because the feed-livestock economy has 

.. The Poultry and Egg Situation, AMS, USDA, September 1958, p. 1. 
'7 W. G. Heid, Jr., Changing Grain Market Channels, ERS 39, USDA, November 1961, pp. 5, 

7, 18, and 25 . 
.. Fteld and Seed Crops: Production: Farm Use, Sales and Value by States, 1959-60, CrPr 

1 (61), USDA, May 1961. 
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experienced changing production pat
terns. 

Even in the short period from 1945-
49 to 1956-60 the regional distribution 
of production of many products 
changed significantly (table 4). For 
example, turkey production increased 
only 11 percent in the North Atlantic 
region in comparison to an increase of 
234 percent in the South Atlantic 
region. The South Central region il-

lustrates diverse changes in the pro
duction of products within a region. 
Although egg, pig, and lamb production 
decreased; feed grain, turkey, cattle 
and calf, and chicken and broiler pro
duction increased. 

The percentages in table 4 do not 
indicate relative production by the dif
ferent regions. For example, while the 
Western region increased its feed grain 
production 79 percent, it produced only 

Table 4, Percentage change in production of selected commodities, 1945-49 to 1956-60, 
by regions and U. S, total 

East West 
North South North North South 

Atlantic Atlantic Central Central Central Western United 
States States States States States States States 

Feed grains . +25 + 12 + 28* + 28* + 25 +79 + 30 
Turkeys . +11 +234 +160 +149 + 99 +n +116 
Eggs +22 + 46 0 - 1 - 6 +46 + 11 
Chickens and broilers +58 +177 - 8 - 31 +214 +40 + 89 
Pig crops -21 + 4 + 15 + 14 - 16 -30 + 7 
Lambs +8 + 5 1 + 13 - 22 -10 - 7 

• Percentage change for North Central region. 
Source: Computed from data supplied by USDA. 

Table 5. Production of selected commodities, by regions, as percent of U.S. total, 
1945-49 and 1956-60 

East West 
North South North North South 

Product Atlantic Atlantic Central Central Central Western 
States States States States States States 

Feed grains• 
1945-49 2.4 6.0 75.5t 75.5t 12.0 4.1 
1956-60 2.5 5.4 74.5t 74.5t 11.6 6.0 

Turkeys 
1945-49 9.1 9.4 11.8 27.0 11.3 31.4 
1956-60 .... 4.7 14.6 14.3 31.2 10.4 24.8 

Eggs 
1945-49 15.8 8.5 20.5 29.4 15.9 9.9 
1956-60 17.5 11.2 18.5 26.3 13.5 13.0 

Chickens and broilers 
1945-49 13.0 26.1 15.2 19.l 18.2 8.4 
1956-60 10.9 38.4 7.4 6.9 30.l 6.3 

Pig crops 
1945-49 2.2 8.4 29.6 42.8 13.8 3.2 
1956-60 1.6 8.2 32.0 45.2 10.9 2.1 

Lambs 
1945-49 1.5 2.8 9.5 18.0 22.6 45.6 
1956-60 1.7 3.2 10.2 21.8 18.9 44.2 

• Corn, oats, barley, sorghum grain in tons. 
t Percentage for North Central region. 
Source: Computed from data supplied by USDA. 
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6.0 percent of total U.S. feed grains in 
1956-60 (table 5). On the other hand, 
the South Atlantic area increased the 
production of chickens and broilers 177 
percent and its share of U.S. chicken 
and broiler production from 26 to 38 
percent. The South Central region in
creased its share of chicken and broiler 
production from 18 to 30 percent while 
increasing total production 214 percent. 

When considering the application of 
controls for an extended period of time 
the data of tables 4 and 5 have particu
lar relevance. Programs must allow for 
growth in the production of farm pro
ducts in line with the potential increase 
in demand arising from increased popu
lation and income. Allocation of in
creased production would have to be 
decided. Such decisions ultimately 
would influence the relative shares of 
production contributed by different 
regions of the country. 

Distribution of Farm Firms by 
Size of Enterprise 

Although there are many large farms 
in the United States, a significant num-

ber produce only small amounts of any 
one product. For example, more than 
50 percent of the producers of corn, 
barley, oats, or sorghums harvested 
fewer than 25 acres of the specified 
crop in 1959. More than 45 percent of 
hog farmers farrowed less than 5 lit
ters, and more than 40 percent of the 
turkey producers raised less than 50 
turkeys. Implementation of control pro
grams would be difficult from an ad
ministrative standpoint for commodities 
produced in small volume on many 
farms. 

Average size of farm enterprises as 
measured by output or acres harvested 
is increasing. Poultry units particularly 
have greatly increased in size reflecting 
technological advances. In contrast, the 
average size of hog- and cattle-produc
ing units has increased much less. 

A decrease in the number of farms 
selling or raising most individual farm 
products has accompanied a general 
increase in the size of farm enterprises 
(table 6). These figures do not reveal 
entry and exit of firms. Movement of 
firms into or out of production is of 
primary importance to direct control 

Table 6, Number of farms reporting selected commocllties sold or ralsed, United State11, 
selected years, 1939-1959· 

Chickens sold-------------
Eggs sold---------------
Turkeys raised-------------
cattle and calves sold 
Hogs and pigs sold-----------
Sheep and lambs sold -----------
Soybeans (harvested for beans) _______ _ 

Corn---------------
Grain sorghum (for grain or seed) ..... 
Barley··-----------------
Oats ..... 
Total number of farms-----------

1939 

2,519.1 

389.4 
2,625.8 
1,842.7 

386.4 
253.8 

4,456.4 
206.2 
535.5 

1,494.1 
6,102.4§ 

1949 1954 

thousands 
1,713.4 1,030.3 
2,420.7 1,684.5 

162.2 169.8 
2,962.6 2,611.0 
2,097.8 1,423.9 

271.6 289.lt 
369.8 471.7 

3,404.0 2,844.4 
142.0 149.5 
296.6 320.1 

1,391.3 1,405.6 
5,382.4 4,782.0 

1959 

803.6t 
1,067.2 

88.4 
2,302.2 
1,272.2 

292.4 
499.7 

2,144.3 
223.4 
290.2 

1,026.9 
3,710.5U 

• Because of changing census definitions the estimates are not strictly comparable be-
tween years. 

t Farms reporting broilers sold: 41,603. 
t Not enumerated in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. 
§ 1940. 
ff Does not include 232,100 places not counted as farms in 1959 but qualifying as farms 

according to 1954 definition. 
Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture. 
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programs because of (1) the need to 
regulate entry of new producers, and 
(2) the transfer of production or mar
keting rights. 

Another factor important in apprais
ing the size of farm enterprises is the 
large number of producers of feed, 
livestock, and to some extent poultry, 
who combine several enterprises on one 
farm. This tendency toward diversified 
production units suggests that data re
garding size of individual enterprises 
may be somewhat misleading in indi
cating the size of farm units. Never
theless, many farms are very small, 
even when measured in terms of total 
production. 

Conclusions 

The above factors point up the great 
diversity in the feed-livestock industry. 
This diversity adds greatly to the dif
ficulty of devising effective control 
measures for the industry. If all farms 
were equal in size, produced the same 
products, had the same costs, pur-

chased the same inputs, and marketed 
their products in the same manner, 
problems associated with the applica
tion of direct controls would be greatly 
simplified.'0 

Should a direct control program be 
implemented it would be extremely 
important that these many contrasts be 
recognized and taken into account. The 
variability of the marketing system 
for farm products indicates that to ef
fectively implement direct control pro
grams, procedures for monitoring 
product sales would have to be flexible 
among commodities. 

The program also would have to deal 
with the current system for marketing 
products as well as the potential 
changes associated with different con
trol provisions. Changing geographic 
patterns of production and changing 
sizes of farm enterprises have im
portant implications for program pro
cedures that influence the location of 
production and entry and exit of pro
ducers of the controlled products. 

Chapter IV-Mechanics of Direct Control 
Programs 

INTRODUCTION 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS and administrative implications of any 
direct control program depend largely on the mechanics used. 

The purpose in this chapter is to: (1) identify and classify mechan
ics which might be included in direct control programs applied 
to the U.S. feed-livestock economy, (2) describe the probable eco
nomic impacts of the individual mechanics on agriculture, and 
(3) indicate the important administrative implications of these 
provisions. In Chapter V the effects of direct controls on nonfarm 
groups are considered. 

'"See Harold F. Breirnyer, "Heterogeneity in Agriculture: Impediment to Definition of the 
Farm Problem," Journal of Farm Economics X~Il. No. 5, December 1~60, pp. 1509-1~. for a 
discussion of the increasing diversity within agriculture, why the resulting heterogene1t1 con
tributes to the difficulty of defining the farm problem, and why it gives rise to confhcts of 
interest. 
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Assumptions 
To isolate the economic impacts of 

alternative control mechanics it was 
assumed that:"° 

Products are homogenous and actions 
of individual producers do not have 
a significant effect on prices. 

Frictions impede the movements of 
resources from agriculture into other 
segments of the economy. 

Farmers are profit maximizers. 

U. S. exports and imports are not 
affected by the program unless indi
cated otherwise. 

Farm resources do not flow between 
the feed-livestock sector and other 
sectors of agriculture. 

All producers willingly comply with 
all program mechanics unless other
wise indicated. This assumption per
mitted the identification of potential 
economic consequences if intended 
quantity effects of individual me
chanics were realized. The term ef
fective is used to describe a situation 
in which changes in quantities are 
identical to the program goal. Prob
lems relating to compliance are con
sidered under administrative impli
cations. 

Definitions 
The following definitions are pro

vided to avoid misinterpretation of 
terms which may have varied meanings 
to different readers: 

"FL VO Model" refers to the feed
Iivestock-vegetable oil model speci
fied by Brandow.61 Equations for this 
model are included in the Appendix. 

"Livestock products" are all meat 
animal and poultry products unless 
the use of the word in context sug
gests otherwise. 

"Final products" are agricultural 
products consumed in farm house
holds or sold to nonfarm individuals 
or firms for ultimate consumption. 

"Intermediate products" are agricul
tural products used in further agri
cultural production either on the 
farm on which produced or on some 
other farm. This category includes 
farm products purchased from agri
culture by nonfarm firms but used 
primarily to produce products pur
chased by agriculture for further 
farm production. An example is 
feed grains used to produce formula 
feeds. 

"Dispositions" include off-farm sales 
(except to government), use of pro
ducts in the production of other farm 
products, and consumption in farm 
households. 

"Bases" are the units which serve as 
numeraries for distribution of quotas 
and allotments. They may be allo
cated according to past marketings, 
comparative advantage, or other cri
teria. 

"Allotments" are the acreages of a 
given crop or group of crops which 
may be grown in a given time period 
under an acreage control program. 

"Quotas" are the permissable disposi
tions in a given time period under a 
program. 

Bases, allotments, and quotas are used 
in reference to individual farms and 
to the nation. Further, they are ex
pressed in terms of individual com
modities or groups of commodities, as 
feed grains. Under past programs, 
bases generally have been assigned 
at the beginning of a program and 
are unchanged throughout its life. 
Quotas and allotments have been as-

oo In some cases the assumptions deviate considerably from reality. They were used to 
retain the analysis Within the scope of the project. 

11 Brandow, pp. 64-73. 
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signed for a given year and have been 
equal to, or some proportion of, the 
corresponding base. 

"Quota certificates" are legal instru
ments which specify the amounts 
which a holder may dispose of in a 
given time period. 

The study could not include all me
chanics. Those mechanics considered 
were appraised subjectively to be the 
most important from economic and ad
ministrative considerations. The five 
categories of mechanics considered per
tained to: 

1. Commodities controlled. 

2. Assignment of farm bases. 

3. Transfer of bases and quota certi
ficates subsequent to initial alloca
tion. 

4. Enforcement. 

5. Price supports. 

COMMODITIES 
CONTROLLED 

Commodities included in a control 
program may vary. Four alternative 
approaches were analyzed: 

1. Quotas on final livestock. 

2. Quotas on feed grains and soy
beans, and acreage allotments on 
forage. 

3. Quotas on all farm products of the 
feed-livestock sector. 

4. Quotas on female breeding live
stock and replacement units. 

Since controls might be established 
on a commodity-by-commodity basis 
or in terms of commodity groups, both 
approaches were considered. The de
gree to which total farm incomes would 
be influenced and the impacts on 
various segments of the feed-livestock 
sector are appraised in the following 
sections. Income projections are based 
on the assumption that penalties and 
other provisions will assure quantity 
changes consistent with program goals. 
Administrative implications of alterna
tive approaches also are considered. 

Quotas on Final Livestock 

Economic Effects if all Final Live
stock Dispositions Were Controlled 

Potential income effects of controlling 
all final livestock dispositions are given 
in table 7. Because control of all final 
livestock dispositions is assumed, move
ment of resources from one livestock 

Table 7. Estimated percentage changes In farm value associated with 1-percent decreases 
In quantities of specified farm commodities 

Values of 

Commodity All 
decreased* Cattle Hogs Chickens Turkeys Eggs Milk livestock 

Cattle .57 .42 .48 .31 .10 .05 .31 
Hogs .28 1.30 .42 .28 .09 .12 .41 
Broilers .11 .15 .44 .43 .03 .01 .11 
Turkeys .02 .03 .14 .12 .01 .004 .03 
Eggst .07 .09 .11 .19 3.52 .03 .49 
Milk .............. .03 .04 .03 .03 .07 1.61 .52 
All livestockt 1.21 2.14 1.90 1.55 3.85 1.91 1.96 

• Assumes production of all other livestock unchanged. 
t Takes into account effects on farm chicken production related to egg production. 
t Includes those livestock products categories identified In table plus calves and sheep and 

lambs. 
Computed with price flexibilities in table 13, 1955-57 equilibrium quantities In Appendix 

table 10, and FLVO Model in G. E. Brandow, Interrelations am_ong Demand,s for_ Farm froducts 
and Implications for Control of Market Supply, Pennsylvania State University Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin 680, August 1961. 
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product to the production of another 
are not considered. Therefore, the data 
of table 7 are to be interpreted as the 
percentage changes in farm value of the 
respective commodity when disposi
tions of the indicated controlled prod
uct or products are decreased l per
cent and quantities of all other prod
ucts are unchanged. 

For example, with a I-percent de
crease in the dispositions of cattle (all 
other product quantites unchanged) the 
farm value of cattle increases by 0.57 
percent. The farm value of hog disposi
tions increases 0.42 percent due to the 
price rise in hogs associated with the 
increased cattle prices. 

Restriction of the dispositions of all 
final livestock products would have 
a significant impact on the distribution 
of farm income, however. The farm 
value of intermediate farm products 
would decline though the value of 
final livestock increased. In producing 
final livestock it is difficult to sub
stitute intermediate farm products for 
nonfarm inputs. Consequently, cut
backs in final livestock production 
would involve percentage changes in 
the domestic use of total intermediate 
products approximately the same as 
the percentage decreases in final live
stock production. 

Competition among producers of in
termediate products would cause price 
levels of these products to decline. 
Lower prices may cause some increase 
in feeding rates and in the use of in
termediate livestock per unit of final 
livestock. But because of controls lower 
prices would not induce increased final 
livestock production. 

For example, if feeder calves were 
low in price, cattle feeders may sell 
fat cattle at lighter weights, but total 
cattle weight could not exceed specified 
quotas. Therefore, the price level of 
intermediate products would decline to 
a level at which the production of in
termediate products was consistent 
with reduced production of final live
stock. 

The percentage decrease in domestic 
use of all intermediate products may be 
somewhat smaller than the percentage 
decrease in final livestock dispositions. 
But percentage decreases in the domes
tic use of individual intermediate prod
ucts might be more or less than the per
centage change in final livestock dispo
sitions. Elasticities of supply, marginal 
rates of substitution between interme
diate products, and export demand 
would be important determinants of 
change. 

The data of table 8 is instructive, but 
not a definitive indication that if the 
supply of intermediate products is in
elastic. And if possibilities of expanding 
exports at lower prices are not large, 
restriction of final livestock dispositions 
could lead to substantial decreases in 
the value of intermediate farm prod
ucts. 

The effect on any individual farmer 
would depend on the particular com
bination of final and intermediate prod
ucts he produced. For example, farm
ers producing final products exclusively 
would benefit from increased returns 
for final livestock and decreased ex
penditures for intermediate products 
used in production. 

For farmers previously feeding only 
their own feed grains, the drop in feed 

Table 8. Estimated percentage declines in the value of intermediate products with alternative 
elasticities of supply and specified decreases in consumption of intermediate product 

Elasticity of supply 
Percentage decrease 
in consumption .10 .15 .50 1.00 4.00 

-1 percent 11 8 3 2 1 
-3 percent 32 22 9 6 4 
-5 percent 52 36 14 10 6 
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grain prices would be merely a book
keeping transaction. Also, they might 
be able to sell part of their grain be
cause of cutbacks on livestock produc
tion. The net effect on farmers pre
viously selling both livestock and grain 
is indeterminate. 

Cash grain farmers would be forced 
to accept the full effect of the decline 
in grain prices. Producers of interme
diate livestock products, such as feeder 
cattle sold to other farmers, would ex
perience similar difficulties. 

Additional resources such as capital 
or labor entering agriculture would 
have to be used for the production of 
uncontrolled products. The net effect 
on resources devoted to production of 
intermediate products would be eco
nomic pressures to leave agriculture. 
While such exit might be expected to 
strengthen the price levels of such in
termediate products as hatching eggs, 
it is not likely to result in large shifts 
of land out of crop production. There
fore, many effects on the distribution 
of income within the feed-livestock sec
tor might be expected to prevail over 
an extended period of time. 

Economic Effects if Certain Final 
Livestock Products Were Restricted 

The history of control programs sug
gests that administrative decisions 
probably would involve adoption of 
controls on a commodity-by-commodity 
basis rather than a broad application 

of controls on groups of commodities 
as assumed in the previous section. Re
gardless of the exact combination of 
restricted and unrestricted final live
stock products, however, a transfer of 
feed concentrates and forage from the 
production of controlled to the produc
tion of uncontrolled products probably 
would take place. This would increase 
the production of uncontrolled products. 

Shifts in feed utilization would de
pend on feeding rates, demand elastici
ties, and product-feed price relation
ships. Brandow specified all of these for 
the FLVO Model. Hence, it was used 
to estimate changes in the production 
of uncontrolled final livestock products 
if dispositions of controlled products 
were decreased and total feed concen
trate consumption was held constant 
(table 9). Estimates in table 9 should be 
accepted only as rough approximations 
since feeding rates, product-feed price 
relationships, and other structural char
acteristics probably would change as a 
result of direct control programs. 

The production decrease of a given 
final livestock product involves in
creased production of substitute prod
ucts (when total feed concentrate con
sumption is constant). Thus potential 
effects on farm value of controlled live
stock are considerably less than when 
all final livestock dispositions are re
stricted (table 10). 

It was not possible to use the FL VO 
Model to estimate changes in the value 
of concentrates when all livestock dis-

Table 9. Percentage changes in the production of uncontrolled final livestock products with 
I-percent decreases in disposUions of specified commodity assuming consumption of total 

feed concentrates unchanged• 

A I-percent decrease Weight added in 
Hogs in quantity of: cattle feeding Broilers Turkeys Eggs Milk 

Weight added in 
cattle feeding .. -1.00 .17 .25 .19 .06 .04 

Hogs 1.28 -1.00 1.86 1.23 .47 .30 
Broilers .04 .09 -1.00 .38 .02 .02 
Turkeys .03 .03 .16 -1.00 .01 .01 
Eggs .29 .21 .70 .24 -1.00 .06 
Milk. .31 .22 .31 .26 .12 -1.00 

• When concentrates fed to other livestock, number of cattle_ slaughtered, cattle ~ycle posi
tion, time and production of calves, sheep and lambs, soybean 011, and cottonseed 011 are held 
constant. 
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Table 10. Percentage changes In value of farm products wlih I-percent decreases of specified 
commoclliles assuming consumption of total feed concentrates unchanged 

.... s "' 
Siu, ~ 

A I-percent "' "' i:: "' "'"~ ... 
decrease in the s (I) ;,,, (I) CIJ.0 'E .,. (I) >'O"' 
quantity of:* "' " 

.,. 
"' s ......... ,;...:, 

"'"' bO 
~,,, 

:a .... bO ::::§~ ~~ "' 0 ;:; bO 
C) :i:: C) E'< r.:i :al <<>- r..8 

Weight addedt -.01 -.22 -.17 -.17 -.30 -.08 -.13 -.48 
Cattle ........ .50 .11 .23 .08 -.03 -.003 .17 -.001 
Hogs -.09 .86 -.79 -.95 -1.70 -.44 -.29 -2.91 
Broilers .07 .01 .34 .31 -.05 -.01 .04 -.10 
Turkeys ............................ -.002 -.03 .06 .13 -.04 -.01 -.01 -.07 
Eggs -.10 -.:n -.27 -.24 3.48 -.11 .30 -.65 
Milk -.10 -.34 -.28 -.26 -.40 1.65 .36 -.70 
Weight addedt, hogs .... -.17 .65 -1.75 -1.97 -3.37 -.91 -.80 -5.74 
Weight addedt, hogs, milk -.43 .31 -3.17 -3.41 -5.60 1.68 -.53 -9.48 
Chickens, turkeys, eggs ........ .04 -.38 .55 .66 3.51 -.17 .38 -1.06 
Chickens, turkeys, eggs, milk -.06 -.82 .41 .58 3.55 1.63 .84 -2.02 

*When concentrates fed to livestock and other variables listed in footnote . of table 9 
are held constant. 

t In cattle feeding. 

positions were controlled. But it was pos
sible to do so when it was assumed that 
at least some final livestock was free to 
increase in production and that all feed 
concentrates were consumed. These es
timates also are shown in table 10. 

An administrator of direct controls 
on only a portion of final livestock 
would have to consider potential farm 
income distribution effects which are 
emphasized by data of table 10. The 
restriction on dispositions of most cate
gories of final livestock products would 
cause the farm value of that product to 
increase. But this value increase would 
be associated with a decreased value 
for at least some other final livestock 
products. 

Potential effects on uncontrolled 
products vary. Concentrate require
ments of different livestock production 
partially account for this variation. For 
example, the Model assumes that pro
duction of a pound of pork requires 
1.61 times as much feed concentrates as 
the production of a pound of broilers. 
Direct price elasticities and cross elas
ticities of demand also would have an 
important influence on the resulting 

"'Brandow, pp. 69-71. 
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price and quantity changes. It is con
ceivable that the price of the uncon
trolled products may increase because 
substitution effects of controlled prod
uct prices would more than offset the 
effects of the increased supplies of un
controlled products. In only one case, 
however, did the estimates suggest that 
the price of any uncontrolled product 
would increase. The one situation in
volved a 0.06-percent cattle price in
crease when the quantity of broilers 
decreased 1 percent. In other cases 
the indicated increases in the value of 
uncontrolled livestock products were 
due to production increases that more 
than offset price declines. 

Basic to all of these calculations is 
the assumption that uncontrolled pro
duction of all livestock except cattle 
would adjust so that livestock prices 
maintain specific relationships to con
centrate prices ... 

The FL VO Model specifies that: 
Ya= .0321 + .001341 Yoo 

where y, is the farm price of hogs per 
pound and y .. is the index of the farm 
price of concentrates fed to livestock 
(1955-57=100). The FLVO Model does 



not specify a direct relation between 
cattle and concentrate prices. However, 
the influence of concentrate prices on 
beef cattle prices is taken into account 
by inclusion of an equation which speci
fies an inverse relation between beef 
produced from concentrates and con
centrate prices. Further, the model as
sumes that the amount of concentrates 
fed does not change, so that reducing 
production of one class of livestock 
transfers feed to other classes. 

Relations of the FL VO Model may 
accurately describe conditions in which 
all final livestock are uncontrolled, but 
not when a portion of final livestock 
dispositions are restricted. Hence, 
numerical results in table 10 should 
1:;>e interpreted with caution. 

Potential farm income distribution 
effects are further emphasized when 
types of farmers are considered. Pro
ducers of only controlled livestock 
products could gain in two ways. First, 
the value of controlled products would 
increase. Second, by transferring re
sources from the production of re
stricted products to the production of 
uncontrolled products, income could be 
derived from products not previously 
produced so long as resources could be 
transferred on the individual farms. 

With the one exception cited above, 
the FL VO Model indicates that the ef
fect on the individual producer of un
controlled products would be lower 
prices. In few instances would the pos
sible increase in total farm value of 
uncontrolled products be of consolation. 
The increase in value probably would 
be absorbed by individuals who di
verted resources from controlled to un
controlled products. 

The estimated changes in value of 
farm products (table 10) suggest also 
that restriction of certain livestock 
categories could force certain producers 
of final livestock to accept controls. This 
appears to be particularly true if either 
a major part of the industry or if prod-

.. See preceeding discussion. 

ucts that are important users of feed 
concentrates are controlled. 

Producers of livestock products not 
originally controlled may be compelled 
to accept controls to prevent transfer 
of feed concentrates, and, in some cases, 
labor and capital to the production of 
their products. Under assumptions of 
the FLVO Model,53 shifting feed to 
other livestock categories would not 
hurt producers of other livestock so 
far as their livestock enterprises were 
concerned. However, their total farm 
returns could be modified if they also 
produced feed concentrates for sale. 

Although potential income distribu
tion effects of controlling only a part 
of final livestock dispositions may seem 
to be grounds on which administrators 
should discard such proposals, pro
grams with similar resource allocation 
effects have been employed in the past. 
For example, a large portion of land 
diverted from cotton and wheat pro
duction has been transferred to feed 
grain production. 

Income effects suggest the possiblity 
of serious conflicts between producer 
groups regarding the use of control 
programs. Control of any one product 
and use of the released resources are 
of interest to all segments of agricul
ture. Therefore, in some cases it may 
be that the right to vote in referendums 
concerned with approval and rejection 
of marketing controls should be open 
both to those farmers who will be con
trolled and to producers of the products 
to which released resources may be 
transferred. 
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Administrative Implications of Direct 
Controls on Final Livestock 

Dispositions 

Major administrative implications of 
direct controls on livestock dispositions 
are related to: 

1. Difficulty of monitoring sales of 
farmers direct to consumers. 



2. Farmers' difficulty in accurately 
anticipating their production. 

3. Perishability of livestock products. 

4. The time period for which quota 
certificates would be valid. 

Enforcement of controls on livestock 
products sold direct by farmers to con
sumers would be a difficult problem. 
Although total sales of such products 
are relatively unimportant, significant 
amounts of some products are sold this 
way. Consumption on producers' farms 
would be practically impossible to con
trol and would have to be exempt from 
regulation. However, if they were ex
empted and if the retail price increases 
were large, direct sales to consumers 
might increase. This would be true par
ticularly if producers could handle 
small sales with low per unit costs of 
handling and processing. But if prices 
were not increased significantly, neither 
the incentive to increase direct farm to 
consumer marketings or the benefit of 
such a program to farm income would 
be great. 

The difficulties of monitoring move
ment of livestock and livestock prod
ucts to small nonfarm handlers and 
processors are closely related to the 
problems of controlling direct consumer 
sales. Firms that handle only a small 
volume could involve high administra
tive cost per unit of controlled products. 

Controls on final livestock presumab
ly would require that farmers refrain 
from disposing of any production in ex
cess of the quantity for which quota 
certificates were held. The difficulty in
volved in planning livestock production 
precisely and the perishability of prod
ucts could cause serious administrative 
problems. Production of most livestock 
cannot be anticipated precisely; inexact
ness of input-output relations and va
garies of weather are responsible. 
Therefore, some farmers probably 
would exceed their quotas, forcing ad
ministrators to deal in some manner 
with this production. 

If products were divisible and stor
able, farmers might be compelled to 
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store all excess production. But 20 
pounds of one steer could not be held 
off the market if the remaining 970 
pounds were slaughtered. 

Perishability of most livestock and 
livestock products creates additional 
problems. Once a perishable commodity 
was produced farmers would have a 
strong incentive to dispose of the prod
uct though it might exceed their quotas. 
For example, deterioration of range 
cattle under drought conditions could 
be severe if program provisions pre
vented marketings dictated by dry 
weather. Social and political considera
tions suggest that controls would be re
laxed under such conditions or that 
flexibility somehow would be inserted 
into the program. 

One means of providing flexibility 
would be to levy fines for quantities 
marketed in excess of quota certificate 
amounts. Another possibility would be 
to permit marketing excess quantities 
but require storage of the product at 
the producer's expense. The effect of 
this procedure on farmers would be 
similar to fines on excess quantities 
marketed. However, it would insulate 
consumer prices from excess market
ings so long as the products could be 
stored successfully. 

Another approach is to permit pro
ducers to dispose of, say, 10 percent 
more than their quota in any period 
providing that their next quota alloca
tion is reduced an equivalent amount. 
Producers also might be given the 
privilege of carrying 10 percent of their 
quotas into the following control per
iod. This action would succeed in sta
bilizing total marketings if excesses and 
deficits among individual producers av
eraged out in a given control period. 
These alternatives are considered fur
ther under procedures of enforcement. 

Product quality also could be affected. 
Some producers probably would de
velop storage operations to preserve 
products, such as eggs, produced tem
porarily in excess of quotas. These 
products could be sold later when pro
duction fell temporarily below quota 



amounts. Such practice might lead to 
quality deterioration. 

Issuing quota certificates for 2 years 
or longer might relieve some of these 
problems. This procedure would make 
it possible for farmers to dispose of 
their products when production tem
porarily exceeded what might be con
sidered normal for a portion of the quo
ta period. But this might result in sharp 
changes in market supplies and prices. 

Conceivably, the restrictive effect of 
the quotas could be concentrated dur
ing a relatively short period of time 
toward the end of the period. The rela
tive scarcity and resulting high prices 
probably would accentuate public pres
sures for modification of controls. Such 
situations could be relieved partially 
by early issuance of quota certificates 
for the next period. 

To issue certificates early, however, 
would mitigate the effects of the pro
gram, particularly if producers became 
confident that certificates would be is
sued early. However, early issuance of 
quota certificates at the request of re
cipients only in the case of severe 
scarcity might be satisfactory. 

The pressure for early issuance could 
be reduced if fees graduated according 
to date of issuance were assessed. Still 
another variation might involve issu
ance of quotas to different farmers on 
different dates, thereby assuring a pre
determined supply of available quotas 
over time. This approach might be most 
satisfactory, so long as drouglit or other 
natural factors did not force t-:!mporary 
disruption of the program. 

Social reaction to scarcity, especially 
if it has large price effects, probably 
will be unfavorable if promulgated by 
direct government action rather than 
by market phenomena. However, rela
tive scarcity of the type described above 
often occurs in normal marketing of 
some agricultural products, as in grain 
markets toward the end of a marketing 
year. 

Restrictions of nature prevent an in
crease of available supplies previous to 
harvest movements even though prices 
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may be extremely high. Commercial 
traders and farmers have attempted to 
anticipate and take advantage of such 
price movements. They likely would do 
the same if a control program on live
stock, poultry, and eggs were in effect. 
This type of action probably would not 
eliminate severe short run scarcities 
but would be a factor tending to pre
vent them. 

The time period in which individual 
quota certificates could be used is im
portant for other reasons. The effective
ness of carrying charges in encouraging 
the deferment of marketings would be 
limited to the period for which certi
ficates are valid. When marketings are 
not limited by a control program, farm
ers find it profitable to defer marketings 
if present price plus the cost of carry
ing is less than the expected deferred 
price. 

This also would be true within con
trol periods. But it would not be the 
case from one period to another if the 
life of quota certificates was limited. 
Giving the quota certificate an indefi
nite life would permit more normal re
sponses to carrying charges. If current 
prices were severely depressed, farmers 
could defer marketings without losing 
the right to market their full quota 
amounts. This would relieve severely 
depressed prices. 

This discussion of the administrative 
difficulties associated with direct con
trols on the marketings of final live
stock is based upon the contention that 
each individual farmer would have an 
incentive to evade the program if it re
stricts his production. This premise is 
true even though producers may vote 
for a control program. The incentive :to 
place the burden of restriction on other 
producers is a crucial factor in studying 
administrative implications of controls 
of the production of pure competitors. 
Controlling production of pure competi
tors presents considerably different ad
ministrative problems than does a simi
lar program involving firms which are 
able to observe the impact of their own 
production on price directly. 



Quotas on Feed Grains and 
Soybeans, and Acreage Allot

ments on Forage 
Control of intermediate feed prod

ucts such as feed grains, soybeans, and 
forage is an alternative approach which 
administrators might consider in at
tempting to restrict the marketings of 
the feed-livestock industry. Because of 
the nature of pasture and limited sales 
of hay, consideration was given only to 
acreage controls, not quantity controls, 
on these two crops. 

Economic Effects if All Feed Grain, 
Soybean, and Forage Dispositions 

Were Restricted 

Restricting feed grain, soybean, and 
forage dispositions would increase total 
farm income by indirectly modifying 
livestock production. Specific changes 
in production of individual livestock 
brought about by changes in feed sup
plies would depend upon changes in 
feeding rates, elasticities of demand for 
final livestock products, and the live
stock-feed price relations at which pro
ducers of final livestock will convert 
feed into livestock. 

The analysis assumes constant feed
ing rates. However, the implications of 
changes in feeding rates on livestock 
production easily can be incorporated 
into the logic presented. 

Brandow found that relatively con
stant relationships have existed over 
time between feed prices and the prices 
of final livestock products."' The spe
cific relations Brandow incorporated in 
his FL VO Model assume that the farm 
prices of final livestock maintain con
stant margins over the cost of feed. 
These margins consist of costs other 
than feed, including returns to other 
farm resources. This analysis assumes 
that relationships between individual 
livestock product prices, feed prices, 

"'Brandow, pp. 67-71. 
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and the return per livestock unit above 
direct costs would be unchanged by the 
program. 

With the assumptions specified above, 
the FL VO Model was used to estimate 
changes in final livestock production re
sulting from the restriction of feed con
centrates. Estimated production and 
farm value changes are shown in table 
11. 

The estimates suggest that farm rev
enue could be increased by curtailing 
dispositions of feed concentrates so long 
as the above assumptions were not sig
nificant!~' violated. 

Income effects on individual farm pro
ducers would be influenced by the 
makeup of the farm's production and 
individual changes in response to the 
restriction of feed supplies. If the pro
gram required all feed producers to 
curtail dispositions equally, the effect 
on individual farmers producing only 
feed would be similar to the change in 
industry returns for feed production. 
The effect of lower total profits for all 
livestock production probably would 
not be distributed equally among all 
livestock producers. Given that profit 
per unit of livestock did not change, 
the decrease in profits for all livestock 
production would be borne by those 
who curtailed their livestock produc
tion. Net effect of the provision on those 
who produced both feed and livestock 
is indeterminate. It would depend on 
their original production and produc
tion changes made because of the pro
gram. 

If the above assumptions are ful
filled, the livestock producer who buys 
his entire feed supply and who does not 
change production because of the re
stricted feed supplies would not be 
penalized by the program. Neither 
would he benefit. If profit margins de
creased he would be affected adversely. 
However, he may curtail production. 

Therefore, livestock producers who 
buy their entire feed supplies will like-



Table 11. ChangH ID productlon of livestock and farm value of livestock and concentrates 
when feed concentrate supplies are decreued l percent• 

Product 
Percent change Percent change In 

in quantity farm value 

Weight added to cattle ____________ _ -1.94 
Cattle------------------- - .33 .80 
Hogs ---------------- -1.31 2.15 
Chickens ___ _ -1.51 1.84 Turkeys ___________________ _ 

-1.54 1.65 
Milk------------------ - .33 .78 Eggs _________________ _ 

- .66 2.57 
All livestock _____________ _ 1.36 
Feed concentrates _______________ _ -1.00 3.36 

• When concentrates fed to other livestock and variables listed in footnote of table 9 are 
held constant. 

ly disagree with feed producers over 
the advisability of controlling produc
tion of the feed-livestock sector by con
trol of feed supplies. But the interest 
of livestock producers who also pro
duced feed in large amounts likely 
would be consistent with the interest 
of those who produced only feed grains. 

As livestock production continues to 
become more specialized, disagreements 
among farmers within the feed-live
stock sector over "desirable" ap
proaches will strongly influence choice 
of the commodities to be controlled. 

Economic Effects if Some but Not All 
Types of Feed Grain, Soybean, and 
Forage Dispositions Were Restricted 

This proposal could be handled with 
several variations. Quotas could be im
posed on all feed grains and soybean 
dispositions but omitted on hay and 
pasture acreage and production. Other 
variations could involve the control of 
some but not all feed grains, or con
trols on feed grains but not soybeans. 
The economic effects of controlling only 
a part of the feed supplies relate main
ly to potential substitution of uncon
trolled products for controlled products 
in livestock production. 

To control feed grain dispositions but 
omit controls on forage production prob-

ably would cause a significant in
crease of forage production and a con
sequent increase in production of ru
minants. Grain feeding rates also would 
be influenced. Consequently the effects 
of restricted feed grain supplies on live
stock production would be partially dis
sipated. Even so, encouraging the diver
sion of land from the production of feed 
grains to the production of forage may 
be preferable to a program which idles 
land. This would be true particularly 
if the diversion resulted in less inten
sive use of the land. 

The potential increase of forage 
yields cannot be overlooked. Although 
nutrient production per acre of hay or 
pasture during the past may have been 
lower than the nutrient production per 
acre of feed grains, increased forage 
yields are possible. For example, Sund
quist and Day found that central Min
nesota alfalfa hay yields could be in
creased 33 percent by following fertiliz
er practices currently recommended ... 
Their yield data suggest that the total 
digestible nutrient (TDN) production 
per acre of alfalfa hay could exceed by 
27 percent the current TDN production 
per acre of corn. 

Restriction of feed grain and soybean 
dispositions with no control on forage 
production probably would cause great
er production of feeder calves in areas 

.. W. B. Sundquist and L. M. Day, "Profitable Organization of Farms in Central Minne
sota," Minnesota Farm Business Notes, No. 431, July 1961, p. 1. 
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outside the traditional range area. 
Many Midwest cattle feeders might find 
it advantageous to have a breeding 
herd for the production of feeders on 
acres diverted from feed grains and 
soybeans. 

To control some, but not all feed 
grains, or to control feed grains but 
not soybeans probably would have lit
tle effect upon farm income. The high 
cross elasticities of demand among feed 
grains and between feed grains and 
soybean meal, combined with the high 
cross elasticities of supply for all of 
these products, suggest that the bene
fits would be minimal. Brandow esti
mated (1959 data) that to divert land 
from soybean to corn production would 
cause a slight decline in the combined 
value of soybeans and feed grains.06 

Administrative Implications 

Extreme difficulty in effectively moni
toring quantity controls is the princi
pal administrative implication of direct 
controls on grain and forage utilization. 
Large portions of these products are 
fed to livestock on farms where pro
duced. Almost all soybeans leave the 
farm. Therefore, quantity controls on 
soybeans would be much easier to en
force than would quantity controls on 
feed grains or forage. 

No easy way to enforce direct con
trols of commodities produced and con
sumed on farms is known. The prob
lems of administering a program which 
permitted any amount of grain to be 
produced and stored, but limited the 
combined amounts which could be fed 
and sold appear insurmountable. 

Much of the feed grain not consumed 
on farms where produced is fed even
tually by other farmers. The transfer 
of commodities between farmers would 
be difficult to monitor unless the trans
fer involved long hauls, perhaps across 
state lines. Grain moving through 
country elevators may be effectively 

56 Brandow, p. 95. 
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monitored, but_ country elevators could 
be circumvented easily if the grain was 
destined for farmers within a reason
able distance of the producers. 

One possibility of monitoring grain 
and forage dispositions would be to use 
field estimates combined with quotas 
on amounts harvested. Government em
ployees might estimate production just 
previous to harvest and farmers could 
be compelled to "seal" or otherwise ac
count for quantities in excess of quotas 
to insure that the excess was not fed or 
sold. Timing of field estimates would be 
somewhat crucial because of the poten
tial effect of weather vagaries, especial
ly on small grains. And administrative 
costs may be considerable. 

An important administrative decision 
related to direct control programs is de
termination of the commodity unit in 
which quotas are expressed. For exam
ple, farm quotas might be established 
for each class of corn, or for all feed 
grains. Commodity units need not be in 
terms of typical classes of products such 
as corn, oats, beef, or pork. Instead, quo
tas conceivably could be expressed in 
terms of feed grains, total digestible 
nutrients, red meat, all meat, or any 
other identifiable attribute of a given 
farm product. 

Regardless of the product classifica
tion utilized, the set of products in
cluded in a commodity unit likely will 
be heterogeneous. A pound of sirloin 
steak is not the same as a pound of 
chuck roast from the same animal, al
though they both are beef. A pound of 
a 2¼-pound broiler differs from a 
pound of a 3½-pound broiler though 
both are a pound of broiler meat. 

Units of different products might be 
credited differently in the use of quota 
certificates. For example, for a quota 
unit expressed in terms of feed grains, 
one measure of corn might be credited 
as 4 quota certificate units, while one 
measure of oats might be credited as 
only 1 quota certificate unit. 



A possible relationship between na
tional quota and the individual farm 
quota under such a program is indi
cated by this example: Suppose that 
quotas are expressed in terms of feed 
grains and that the feed-livestock in
dustry produces two feed grain.;;-corn 
and oats. Suppose further that all corn 
is homogeneous and that all oats are 
homogeneous. 

Assume that the national production 
of corn and oats previous to the con
trol program is 4 billion hundred
weight (cwt.)-3 of corn and 1 of 
oats-and that the combined total is 
equal to a national base which was dis
tributed according to past production. 
Let the national feed grain quota be 90 
percent of base production-3.6 billion 
cwt., with 1 cwt. of corn being equiva
lent to 1 cwt. of oats. Assuming an ef
fective program, individual farm pro
duction in terms of cwt. would be 90 
percent of past production. The feed 
grain quota for a farm with base pro
duction of 3,000 cwt. of corn and 2,000 
cwt. of oats would be 4,500 cwt. The use 
of cwt. is not crucial to the argument. 
If 1 bushel of corn was made equivalent 
to 4 cwt. of oats and each was equiva
lent to 1 unit of quota, numbers in the 
argument would, of course, change, but 
the implications would not. 

Individual farmers probably would 
respond to an effective program involv
ing a commodity unit covering more 
than one product by cutting production 
of products for which anticipated pro
fit margins (marginal revenue-margin
al cost) per unit of quota were small
est. Over time they probably would ad
just their product mix in response to 
changes in relative costs and prices. 

Consequently, use of a commodity 
unit including a large number of prod
ucts would permit flexibility in the 
product mix of individual farms while 
restricting combined production of 
products included in the commodity 
unit. Also, over time, use of a commod
ity unit including a large number of 
products would permit individual pro
ducers to adjust their product mix in 
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response to changes in relative prices 
and costs. 

Cross elasticities of supply, not the 
cross elasticities of demand, are of pri
mary importance in selecting commodi
ty units. The main advantage of a com
modity unit covering several products 
is realized only if some producers can 
switch production easily between the 
products included. 

If products were perfect substitutes 
for consumers, but producers could not 
switch between products, use of a com
modity unit covering more than one 
product would not enhance flexibility 
of production unless quotas or bases 
were transferable. On the other hand, if 
the cross elasticity of supply was less 
than zero, producers could respond to 
changes in the production costs even if 
product price relations were unchanged 
as in the case of perfect substitutes in 
demand. 

Besides permitting flexibility in pro
duction on individual farms, inclusion 
of several products within one com
modity unit would allow administrators 
to influence the makeup of total farm 
production indirectly. Weights assigned 
to specific commodities could be 
changed to enhance adjustments in the 
make-up of production without direct
ing specific changes for individual farm
ers. Increasing relative weights for 
products in large supply would make 
those products less attractive to indi
vidual farmers. They then could make 
adjustments within the constraints of 
total quota units. 

A control program might be more ac
ceptable to farmers and to the public 
if all fixed farm resources were em
ployed. If this argument is valid, it 
would be advisable to devise quota 
weights that lead to maximum employ
ment of fixed resources. For example, 
transfer of land from oats production 
to productio:a of corn and soybeans has 
been an important factor in the Corn 
Belt. From an administrative and politi
cal viewpoint it might be advantageous 
to reverse this trend. 



If the program were effective oats 
production could be enhanced with rel
atively low quota weights for oats. For 
example, oats production could be en- · 
couraged within the constraints of a 
feed grain control program by allowing 
1 feed grain quota unit per cwt. of oats 
rather than, say, 2 quota units per cwt., 
assuming quota weights for all feed 
grains except oats unchanged. Similarly 
the past trend could be accelerated if 
weights for oats were made relatively 
high. In both circumstances changes in 
relative product prices could partially 
offset changes in relative quota weights. 

After a commodity unit had been in 
use it probably would not be too diffi
cult to determine the changes in 
weights needed to bring about desired 
production changes. Initial selection of 
the weights to be utilized in connection 
with a commodity unit, however, would 
be difficult. Selection of "wrong" 
weights could cause significant changes 
in the relative production of included 
products. If all producers grew suffici
ently large amounts of all the products 
included in a commodity unit, known 
industry supply and demand functions 
could be used to select quota weights 
consistent with the program's objec
tives. 

Knowledge of anticipated marginal 
revenue and marginal cost functions of 
producers who could switch between 
the products included in a commodity 
unit would be helpful for selecting 
weights. Quota weights assigned ac
cording to physical weights or according 
to price per unit likely would not cause 
the combined makeup of production de
sired by administrators. In addition, ad
ministrative flexibility would be sacri
ficed if quota weights were tied to some 
physical characteristic. For example, if 
quota weights determined by total di
gestible nutrients caused undesirable 

shifts of production, they would be dif
ficult to modify: If the weights were se
lected by some procedure less easy to 
identify, public scrutiny and criticism 
of subsequent changes would be less 
likely. 

In summary, the use of a commodity 
unit could inject flexibility into what 
otherwise might be a very rigid direct 
control program. Cross elasticities of 
supply, not cross elasticities of demand 
should be the main criterion in deciding 
which products to include in a given 
commodity unit. Changes in weights 
could be utilized after a program was in 
effect to stimulate changes in the make
up of production. But selection of 
weights to be used at the start of a pro
gram would be most difficult. 

Quotas on Female Breeding 
Livestock and Replacement 

Units 
Control of poultry production through 

controls on replacement units has been 
considered."7 There are two principal 
approaches for establishing a program 
which controls replacement units.58 

First, the program might limit the num
ber of replacement units which each 
purchaser may buy. Producers of the 
replacement units would compete for 
the "limited demand." Second, the pro
gram might limit the number of re
placement units which each producer 
of replacement units might sell. Pur
chasers would bid for the "limited sup
ply." 

Economic Effects 

Probably the most important eco
nomic effect of controls on replacement 
units would be the increase of other in
puts in the production of final live
stock. In one case this would result be-

57 See H. W. Halvorson, "Direct Management of Market Supplies," Economic Policies for 
Agriculture in the 1960's, Implications of Four Selected Alternatives Joint Economic Commit
t1:e, 86th Congress, 2nd Session, November 1960 and the Agriculturai Act of 1961 75 Stat. 305, 
Title I Subtitle D, Sec. 141 (3). ' 

08 In thi~ stU?Y, the term replacement unit refers to chicks, poults, feeder animals, and 
female breedmg livestock. 
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cause the producer of final livestock 
would be unable to buy all replacement 
units desired. In the other case, in
creased prices of replacement units 
would lead to substitution of other in
puts in the production of final livestock. 
Consequently, either approach would 
increase production per replacement 
unit. 

However, the approaches would differ 
in effect on the distribution of farm in
come. Under a program restricting pur
chases of replacement units, the price 
of replacement units would be expected 
to decrease. Consequently, producers 
of final products would benefit from 
lower prices of replacement units and 
increased farm prices of final products. 
Lower prices for replacement units 
would adversely affect producers of re
placement units. 

In contrast, limiting the sales of re
placement units, rather than purchases, 
could enhance the income position of 
replacement unit producers. Purchasers 
of replacement units would be compet
ing for a limited supply. The potential 
effects of this approach on distribution 
of farm income would depend upon (1) 
the ability of purchasers of replacement 
units to use the units more intensively, 
and (2) the effect of the eventual re
striction of final production on the price 
of final products. These relations pos
sibly would cause an increased flow of 
income to sellers of replacement units 
and a decrease in net income received 
for the production of final products."' 

Administrative Implications 

Production of chicks and poults is 
largely a specialized segment of the 
poultry industry. But sometimes the 
hatchery operation is integrated with 
meat production in a single firm. Be
cause of few hatcheries, purchases and 

sales at hatcheries probably could be 
monitored without extreme expense. To 
enforce controls at the hatchery level, 
however, would encourage hatchings 
on a small scale which could not be 
discovered easily. There would be a fi
nancial incentive for chick and poult 
purchasers to set up small hatchery 
units on their own premises. 

Control of both breeding and feeder 
livestock might have similar effects. It 
would be even more complicated be
cause many livestock producers have 
facilities to produce breeding, feeding, 
and final livestock products on the same 
premises. Controls on either breeding 
or feeder livestock probably would re
quire extensive monitoring of activity 
within many farm units. To attempt 
such controls could result in serious de
terioration in sales and in the economic 
position of those who formerly special
ized in supplying breeding and feeder 
livestock, even when sales rather than 
purchases of replacement units were 
restricted. 

Quotas on All Feed-Livestock 
Industry Products 

Economic Effects 

Because of the income distribution ef
fects within agriculture of controls on 
only a portion of the products of the 
feed-livestock industry, administrators 
may consider the alternative of con
trolling all products of the sector. 

The possibility of all segments of the 
industry benefiting from such an ap
proach would depend upon ability to 
precisely balance supplies of final and 
intermediate products. Where only one 
group of products is controlled, such as 
feed grains, prices change to coordinate 
other economic activity to the restricted 
supply conditions. Although effective 

"'Discussion regarding the potential economic position of hatcherymen in hearings on 
marketing agreements and orders for handling turkey hatching eggs and turkeys which were 
proposed on October 30, 1961, indicate a rather general recognition of possible income effects 
\)f restricting the sales of replacement units. See ,"Turkeymen Split as Marketing Order Hear
ings Open; Many Questions and Suggestions Voiced," Feedstuffs 33, No. 47, pp. 1, 89, November 
25, 1961. 
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controls would cause the supply of the 
controlled products to be inelastic, de
mand for the controlled products would 
not be directly affected. Thus, there 
would be an equilibrium toward which 
prices would tend to move. 

The situation differs if demand for 
intermediate products also is made ex
tremely inelastic by controls on the fi
nal products. The tendency of inter
mediate product prices to move to
ward an equilibrium position which 
assured proportionate changes in the 
distribution of income would depend 
upon administrators' ability to ascertain 
and to establish unique balances in per
mitted production. If balances between 
intermediate products and final prod
ucts were not obtained, prices of inter
mediate products could be severely de
pressed or could be extremely high de
pending on the imbalance direction. In 
either case, the distribution of farm in
come might be affected in the same 
manner as when the intermediate prod
ucts only or final products only were 
restricted. 

Administrative Implications 

One of the main administrative prob
lems associated with control of all prod
ucts of the feed-livestock sector would 
be to balance quantities of final and in
termediate products. Such balance 
would be needed to prevent severe 
price swings and forestall sharp changes 
in the distribution of farm income. Ad
ministrative problems peculiar to re
stricting production of particular prod
ucts such as feed grains and products 
sold direct from producers to consum
ers would be the same as described 
earlier. 

One way to lessen the need for unique 
combinations of final and intermediate 
products would be to authorize govern
ment purchases and sales of commodi
ties to stabilize prices. This approach, 
when combined with controls on both 
final and intermediate products, would 
involve extensive government influence 
on market activity and high administra-
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tive costs. Such action may have a sig
nificant influence on farm commodity 
inventory policies of nonfarm enter
prises and thereby further involve the 
government in storage activity. Other 
problems peculiar to government pur
chasing, selling, price supporting, and 
storage programs are discussed in a 
later section. 

ASSIGNMENT AND OWNER
SHIP OF BASES 

The assignment and ownership of 
bases involve some of the more im
portant administrative decisions of di
rect control programs. Two difficult 
problems are whether the criteria for 
the allocation of bases should be com
parative advantage or past production 
and whether bases should be assigned 
to the owners or to the operators of 
land. 

Allocation According to Com
parative Advantage or 

Past Production 

Economic Effects 

Past programs involving allotments 
and quotas have consistently specified 
past production as the principal criteria 
for the allocation of bases. Such pro
cedure has three major advantages if 
the transfer of bases ( except with 
land), allotments, and quotas is pro
hibited: 

1. It offers an objective method for 
determining the allocation of the bases. 

2. It avoids disruptive changes in 
geographic production patterns. 

3. It avoids the potential legal prob
lems associated with encroachment up
on the income-creating opportunities of 
producers not receiving bases and the 
associated decre.ase in land value. 

Effective assignment of bases accord
ing to comparative advantage probably 
would result in a distribution of bases 



significantly different than the pattern 
of current farm production.00 Further, 
the assignment of bases according to 
comparative advantage under present 
conditions would not assure that the 
future distribution of production would 
be consistent with comparative eco
nomic advantage at that time. Pro
gram mechanics for the transfer of 
bases and quota certificates and changes 
in comparative advantage would be im
portant factors. 

Distribution of bases according to 
comparative advantage might mean 
that some present producers would re
ceive no base. If bases and quota cer
tificates were not transferable and if 
all products were controlled, failure 
to receive a base would eliminate the 
agricultural earning power of land and 
attached resources. However, if only 
one or two products were controlled 
and the farm resources could transfer 
from controlled to uncontrolled pro
duction, only a portion of the earning 
power would be lost through failure 
to receive a base. If negotiability of 
bases and qouta certificates was per
mitted, the earning power of agricul
tural resources not receiving bases 
would be modified by the cost of ac
quiring bases and quota certificates. 

Administrative Implications 

Assignment of bases according to 
comparative advantage presumes the 
ability to determine relative economic 
advantages. Perhaps economists can 
determine some of the more obvious 
comparative relations, but it is unlikely 
that they can determine these relations 
precisely. Even if they could, the ad
ministrative and political complications 
of assigning bases by any system not 
consistent with past production could 
be severe. Producers who did not re
ceive bases probably would be adamant 

in their opposition to such a program 
because of lost work opportunities and 
the drop in land values. 

A referendum among a portion of 
producers has become an accepted pro
cedure to follow before initiating con
trol programs. The vote in such a 
referendum undoubtedly would be in
fluenced by a provision providing for 
the assignment of bases according to 
comparative advantage. Furthermore, 
politicians and others from areas re
ceiving low bases relative to past pro
duction could be expected to apply 
pressures on administrators. 

Because of these complications it ap
pears that any restrictive program in
itiated in the near future will have to 
provide for the assignment of bases ac
cording to production in designated 
base periods and not according to com
parative advantage. 

With this approach the question of 
what year or period of years to use in 
designating bases is critical since bases 
would take on an economic value. Ex
panding producers would prefer the 
selection of recent years because this 
would give them a relatively larger 
base than would the use of a more 
distant period. Others, such as those 
adversely affected by unusual natural 
phenomena in recent years would re
ceive relatively larger bases if earlier 
years were designated as base years. 

The practice of reserving a small 
portion of a national base for assign
ment to new areas and new farmers 
could supplement this appoach. Al
though it usually is taken for granted 
in the United States that entry to many 
lines of endeavor is seriously restricted, 
there is a general belief that anyone 
who desires to farm should have the 
opportunity to do so. Consequently, a 
program prohibiting the transfer of 
bases and quotas probably would have 
to include procedures for reserving a 

eo See Earl O. Heady and Alvin C. Egbert, "Programming Regional Adjustments in Grain 
Production to Eliminate Surpluses," Journal of Farm Econo_mics XLI, No. 4, Novemb1:r 1959, 
pp. 718-733, for an example of a possible pattern of production according to comparative ad
vantage. 
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portion of bases for new areas and pro
ducers. On the other hand, such ad
ministrative procedures would not be 
necessary in a program which provided 
for the complete transfer of bases and 
quotas because entry into agriculture 
could be accomplished through pur
chase of bases or quotas. 

Assignment to the Owner or 
Operator of Land 

Agreement to assign bases according 
to past production does not resolve the 
question of whether assignment should 
be made to landowners or to farm op
erators. The question would be largely 
academic if all products were produced 
under owner-operator conditions. Such 
is not the case. For example, in Min
nesota 28 percent of the commercial 
corn corp harvested for grain in 1959 
was produced by tenants. Another 30 
percent was produced by part owners. 
The comparable percentages for hogs 
and pigs sold alive were 26 and 27 
percent.•1 The distinction between 
tenant and hired labor arrangements 
serves to further confuse the issue but 
suggests another method of assignment 
(allocation of bases to farm labor with
out regard to asset position) which 
seems politically unacceptable at the 
present time. 

If bases are assigned to owners of 
land, landowners benefit by holding 
bases which entitle them or their desig
nated tenants to share in producing 
specified commodities in the future. 
Tenants would be disadvantaged. In 
contrast, if bases were assigned to farm 
operators, tenants would gain relative 
to landlords.'"' Assuming nontransfer
ability of quotas, landlords would be 
forced to discontinue farm production 

unless they. retained a tenant who held 
a base. 

In the past, bases for wheat and 
tobacco acreage allotments and mar
keting quotas have been assigned to 
landowners. Recent legislation has 
recognized the possible disadvantages 
to tenants resulting from control pro
grams. The Agricultural Act of 1961 
specifies that in connection with the 
1962 Wheat Program, "The Secretary 
shall provide by regulations for the 
sharing of payments among producers 
on the farm on a fair and equitable 
basis.""" A similar provision applies to 
the 1962 Feed Grain Program. The Soil 
Bank Act also prescribed that the 
Secretary of Agriculture . . . "provide 
adequate safeguards to protect the in
terest of tenants and sharecrop
pers ... " 0

' 

Although such provisions can miti
gate the effects on tenants of assign
ing bases to landlords, longrun effects 
seem to favor the landlords. In most 
instances in the past the bases have 
become property which landlords could 
transfer with land, but tenants were 
not given similar opportunities. Also, 
lease arrangements could be changed 
over time to assure landlords of re
turns for the attached bases. 

It would be simpler to assign bases 
exclusively to either landowners or to 
operators on the basis of past produc
tion. Procedures for splitting bases be
tween landlords and tenants may be 
feasible but would involve many ad
ministrative difficulties. 

Regardless of the procedure used to 
assign bases, political pressure prob
ably would be exerted on administra
tors to give particular areas or in
dividuals favorable treatment. This 
would be especially troublesome if ob-

01 Calculated from Census of Agriculture data; U.S. Census of Agriculture: 1959, Final 
Report, Vol. I, Part 15, Counties, pp. 110-112. "Tenants rent from others or work on shares 
for others all the land they operate." ... "Part owners operate land they own and also land 
rented from others." Ibid. p. XXIII. 

02 The term landlords Is used exclusively to refer to nonoperating landowners. 
oa Agricultural Act of 1961, 75 Stat. 305, Title I, Subtitle B, Section 124, (b) (3) . 
.. 70 Stat. 188, Section 122. 
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jective criteria for allocation of bases 
were not specified. 

TRANSFER OF BASES AND 
QUOTA CERTIFICATES 

Procedures for transferring or re
assigning bases are required if a direct 
control program is to be utilized over 
an extended period of time. Transfers 
may be accomplished by negotiations 
between individuals or by administra
tive action. 

Four types of transfer provisions are 
analyzed: 

1. Prohibit transfer of bases and 
quota certificates among individuals. 
Bases would revert to the government 
for reassignment when holder discon
tinued farming. 

2. Permit transfer of bases only with 
land. Bases would be permanently at
tached to specific parcels of land and 
thus would be transferred only with 
land. 

3. Permit annual rental of quota cer
tificates. 

4. Permit purchase and sale of bases. 

Prohibit Transfer Among 
Individuals 

The following discussion assumes, 
unless otherwise indicated, (1) that 
production of all products of the feed
livestock industry is effectively con
trolled with direct control programs, 
(2) that bases are distributed accord
ing to past marketings or production at 
the start of the program, and (3) that 
when bases revert to the government 
they are subsequently reassigned to 
producers without regard to ownership 
of property or possession of skills. The 
latter assumption implies that there 
would be no purchasable item which 
would enhance the possibility of re
ceiving a base. Following the initial 
distribution of bases the assignment of 
bases would be random in nature. 
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These conditions are not likely. But the 
assumptions make it possible to recog
nize more clearly the importance of 
provisions which influence the trans
fer of bases, and how these provisions 
affect the economic value of bases, 
quotas and fixed farm assets. 

Economic Effects 

Two important economic effects re
sult from prohibiting the transfer of 
bases and quota certificates: 

1. Production patterns among areas 
would be frozen in the short run and 
would be relatively static in the long 
run. 

2. Land values would decrease. 

The geographic pattern of production 
at the start of the program would cor
respond to base period production pat
terns. Changes over time would depend 
upon the reassignment of unused bases. 
Since unused bases would revert to the 
goverment, entrepreneurs would have 
an incentive to retain titular control of 
a farm in order that relatives or friends 
might continue to farm until the death 
of the individual holding the base. 

Eventually, however, individuals 
originally receiving bases would dis
continue production and reassignment 
would be required. Probabilities that 
administrators would permit rapid 
geographic shifts in production through 
reassignment of bases seem small. Poli
tical considerations probably would 
forestall large shifts. Provisions re
stricting the geographic area within 
which a base could be reassigned prob
ably would be employed. Consequently, 
production patterns probably would be 
static in nature. 

Restricted production would cause 
total resources devoted to farm pro
duction to decrease. If farmers con
tinued to combine land, labor, and 
capital in the same proportions as they 
did prior to the start of the program, 
all inputs would be curtailed in the 
same relative amounts. However, farm-



ers would be willing to use the land 
less intensively if land prices would 
justify the change. But this would be 
rational only if land prices declined 
relative to other input prices. 

The amount of the decline in land 
prices would depend upon price re
sponses of capital inputs and labor (in 
many cases in the form of reservation 
prices) as well as the price at which 
land would transfer from agriculture 
to other uses. All land formerly used 
in agriculture possibly would be re
tained in farm production. However, 
the restriction on production could 
cause idling of land as farmers found 
further expansion of land input rela
tive to labor and capital unprofitable, 
even at reduced land prices. 

The drop in land prices would not 
result because of a decrease in farm 
income. It would come about because 
ownership of land no longer repre
sented the opportunity to produce farm 
products. The limiting resource of the 
farm firm would not be a marketable 
item such as land but a nonmarketable 
item, the base. 

Bases would be a scarce resource so 
long as the program restricted produc
tion. In turn, owners of bases would 
receive a return equal to the increased 
value of permitted production plus the 
return which they and other owners 
of resources such as land were willing 
to sacrifice to retain their resources in 
farm production. So long as the bases 
could not be transferred, this return 
could not be capitalized. 

Administrative Implications 

Reassignment of bases would be the 
most difficult administrative problem 
of this approach. The problem of ar
bitrarily deciding who should receive 
franchises and the potential political 
repercussions of such action suggest 
that this provision is not likely to be 
included in direct control programs. 

One variation of this provision is 
suggested by the accepted practice of 
requiring licenses for entry into cer
tain businesses or professions, such as 
medicine, law, or barbering. Although 
licensing has been initiated in most in
stances to protect the public, the associ
ated systems of control sometimes have 
been used to enhance the economic po
sition of those holding the licenses.65 

A control program might combine a 
provision that individuals could receive 
bases only if they completed specified 
training, wit}} a direct or an indirect way 
of limiting the number which received 
the training. As suggested above, those 
holding the bases would collect an eco
nomic rent for them. The institutions 
furnishing specified training could ob
tain this rent from their students. This 
probably would not be done if the in
stitutions were tax supported or con
trolled by those in the profession. 

Permit Transfer of Bases With 
Land Transfer 

Additional assumptions are necessary 
to clarify the economic effects and the 
administrative implications of this pro
vision. They include: 

I. Marketings of all products of the 
feed-livestock economy are restricted. 

2. At the beginning of the program, 
bases are distributed to owners of land 
according to past production on land 
owned at the time of distribution. 

3. Transfer of quota certificates is 
prohibited. 

Economic Effects 

Production patterns would be frozen 
if transfer of bases with land was per
mitted and transfer of quotas pro
hibited. This type of program also im
plies a partial freezing of the product 
mix produced by individual farms un-

65 Rueben A. Kessel, "Price Discrimination in Medicine," The Journal of Law and Eco
nomics I, October 1958, pp. 20-53. 
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less commodity units with broad classi
fications were utilized. But makeup of 
products marketed by any one pro
ducer would be influenced by relative 
changes in national quotas for different 
products and by merger or division of 
land units to which bases were at
tached. 

Assuming that the government did 
not accumulate surpluses before or 
during control programs and that bene
fit payments were not involved, tying 
of bases to land would cause the com
bined value of land and bases to in
crease. Essentially, purchasers of land 
and bases would remain purely com
petitive. As a result, increases in net 
revenue brought about by decreased 
farm production would be reflected in 
the prices for the combination of land 
and bases. This implication is consistent 
with the findings of Maier, Hedrick, and 
Gibson.00 They estimated that in some 
counties of North Carolina (1959) al
lotments on an acre of flue-cured to
bacco land were worth up to $2,500 
per acre of allotment. The estimated 
allotment value reflected the amount 
that potential net income from tobacco 
production exceeded potential net in
come from the next best alternative use 
of land. In contrast, if all commodities 
were controlled, the portion of the 
transfer price attributable to the base 
would reflect potential net income from 
controlled products above the return 
in nonagricultural use. Factors in
fluencing base values are discussed fur
ther on page 53. 

The initial impact of permitting 
transfer of bases only with land prob
ably would include cutbacks on the 
use of yield-increasing inputs. If pro
duction of crops were to be curtailed, 
resources would be taken out of pro
duction. Although land could be held 
out of production, it could not be sold 
without eroding the base attached to 
the farm units. So farmers likely 

would follow the alternative of decreas
ing the quantities used of yield-in
creasing inputs. 

Also, the opportunity cost of farm 
labor may be decreased and cause a 
substitution of labor for purchased in
puts. The extent of this substitution 
would depend upon off-farm oppor
tunities for labor and the price decline 
of nonfarm inputs. Tenants and hired 
laborers may be especially disadvan
taged. Demand for the quantity of 
labor above that needed to produce re
stricted amounts would become severe
ly inelastic. The alternative would be 
to leave agriculture or accept a lower 
return so that services could be sub
stituted for other inputs. 

The assumptions for this section 
specified that all products were re
stricted. It is especially important to 
consider the possible effects if feed 
grains and livestock were restricted but 
forage production was not. Under such 
a program livestock producers who 
owned land would have an incentive to 
increase forage production and substi
tute forage for inputs such as formula 
feed and feed grains. This possibility 
would be limited largely to beef, dairy, 
and sheep production. 

Subsequent to the initial adjustment 
to a control program which attached 
bases to land, specialization and adop
tion of new technology probably would 
proceed more slowly than in recent 
years. Recent application of new tech
nology usually involved increased capi
tal inputs, greater specialization, and 
expanded production for the adjusting 
farm firm. But with a control program 
an increase in capital inputs would in
volve decreased uses of other available 
inputs (land and labor) unless national 
quotas were increased or unless addi
tional land with bases could be pur
chased. 

Tying all production (including live
stock) to land could retard trends 

soFrank H. Maier, James L. Hedrick and W. L. Gibson, Jr., The Sale V_alue of Fl~e
Cured Tobacco Allotment, Virginia Polytechnic Institute Agricultural Experiment Station 
Technical Bulletin No. 148, April 1960. 
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toward specialization unless bases and 
quotas were specified in broad classes 
of products such as feed grains or red 
meat. Unless this was done, the opera
tor of a diversified farm who decided 
to expand any one enterprise more 
rapidly than that permitted all farms 
would have to purchase land with all 
of its attached bases. Because none of 
the bases could be separated from land, 
expansion of any one product would 
involve expanding other types of pro
duction or ownership of unused bases. 

Efforts to specialize would be limited. 
The effect such a provision might have 
on adoption of technologies and spec
ialization can be visualized by con
sidering the amount of land and non
broiler bases which would be held to
day by a 100,000-a-year broiler unit if 
this type of provision had been ap
plicable since 1950. Even if commodity 
units with broad classifications were 
used, specialization would be limited 
by attaching bases to land when all 
products of the sector were controlled. 

Administrative Implications 

Permitting transfer of bases with 
land would eliminate administrative 
difficulties associated with administra
tive reassignment of bases. Under cur
rent legal procedures land transfers 
must be recorded in public offices. Ad
ministrators could depend heavily upon 
these public records. 

Transfer of bases with land but pro
hibition of the transfer of quota certi
ficates would not relieve the adminis
trative problems associated with pro
duction in excess of or less than in
dividually held quotas. The incentive 

for the illegal transfer of products or 
quota certificates could cause serious 
administrative difficulties. 

Permit the Transfer of Quota 
Certificates 

To clarify important economic effects 
of this provision, it is helpful to assume 
that the program also provides that: 

1. All farm products of the feed
livestock sector are restricted. 

2. Bases are assigned initially to 
landowners according to past produc
tion. 

3. Bases cannot be transferred, but 
bases can be retained without retaining 
ownership of land. 

4. Bases revert to the government at 
the death of the holder for reassign
ment. 

Farm control programs have often 
been criticized for freezing production 
patterns. Suggestions such as leasing 
and transferring acreage allotments 
could relieve this type of problem with
out eliminating control.07 

Economic Effects 

One of the most important economic 
effects of unlimited transfer of quota 
certificates is that it could increase flexi
bility in geographic production pat
terns and the product mix of individual 
farms.06 The quota certificates would 
gravitate to those who found them most 
valuable. Of course any restrictions on 
the transfer of quota certificates, such 
as specifying that certificates must be 

01 Hearings on proposed legislation for leasing and transfer of acreage allotments, how
ever, suggest that these proposals have been inspired also by a desire to facilitate adjustments 
by individuals holding small allotments. In fact, the hearings indicate a strong sentiment for 
preventing the shifts of production beyond county boundaries. For example see Lease and 
Transfer of Tobacco Acreage A!!otments, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Tobacco of the 
Committee on Agriculture on H.R., 1022, Serial N, House of Representatives, 87th Congress, 
1st Session, .June 22 and .July 25, 1961. 

.. It should be recalled that quota certificates have a limited life in that they authorize 
the marketing of a specified amount of product. Once that product is marketed the quota 
certificates are invalid. In contrast bases have a continuing life in that they entitle the holder 
to receive quota certificates for successive periods. Because of this relationship the transfer 
price of quota certificates can be thought of as a rental for a base which entitles its holder 
to market one unit of controlled product. 
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used in areas closely approximating the 
location of the bases or preventing cer
tain individuals or firms from buying 
certificates, would tend to reduce the 
flexibility. 

The price of quota certificates if pro
duction were restricted would reflect 
the combined effect of two related fac
tors. Therefore, it is helpful to consider 
that quota certificate prices would con
sist of (1) a "restriction part," and (2) 
a "price-raising part." 

To illustrate the two parts, a situa
tion is first considered in which the 
price-raising part would be zero. As
sume that farmers do not anticipate 
that the program will cause an increase 
in the price of farm products nor a 
change in the marginal cost of produc
tion. Consider the economic action of 
farmer "A" who does not receive a base. 
"A", therefore, would not be allocated 
quota certificates and would have to 
discontinue production or buy quota 
certificates from others. 

Dollars 

"A's" demand for quota certificates 
can be conceived in the following way. 
Let figure 1 represent "A's" cost and 
revenue functions. 00 If transfer prices of 
quota certificates per unit of product 
were zero, "A" would demand 1,000 
quota certificates. This, of course, is 
synonymous with the free market solu
tion. A larger amount would be useless. 
If fewer than 1,000 quota certificates 
were obtained, net profit could be in
creased by having additional quota cer
tificates. 

If the quota rental price were 50 
cents, 800 quota certificates would be 
desired. At the quantity 800, MC (mar
ginal cost of production) plus MC• 
(quota transfer price) = MR (marginal 
revenue), ($1.50 + $.50 = $2.00). If the 
price of quota certificates increased, the 
quantity of certificates demanded would 
gradually decrease until rentals became 
greater than $1.10 (MR - minimum 
AVC), ($2.00 - $.90). For quota certifi
cate prices greater than $1.10 "A's" de-

MC 

Marginal revenue 
2.00 ----------------------~,/ 

AVC 

1.00 
.901-----------====o;,f"::::::.,_ ___ _ 

0 500 800 Quantity 

FIG. 1. Revenue and cost functions for "A" 

eo Marginal cost functions may be more inelastic than implied by figure 1 and succeeding 
figures, particularly if considering control of all farm products. Also implicit in this dis
cussion 1s the assumption that farm operations are such that marginal revenue equals mar
ginal cost. 
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mand for quota certificates would be 
zero. "A's" demand schedule for quota 
certificates (d•) is shown in figure 2. 

The probability that bases and there
fore quota certificates would be as
signed to all producers does not invali
date the above concept of the demand 
for quota certificates. Under such condi
tions demand is defined as the schedule 
of the number of quota certificates 
which a farmer will hold or purchase 
for his own use at alternative prices in 
a specified interval of time, other things 
being equal. Receipt of quota certifi
cates from the government would re
lieve the individual from buying them 
and would permit him to sell quota 
certificates he did not desire. 

The summation of individual de
mands for all producers (including 
potential producers), represents the in
dustry's demand for quota certificates. 

Dollars 

This demand is shown in figure 3 as 
D.. Qo is equivalent to the quantity 
of product produced previous to the 
program and D• represents the demand 
of all producers for quota certificates 
with all product and input prices un
changed from those existing prior to 
the program. 

The total quantity of quota certifi
cates would be administratively deter
mined and in combination with Ds 
would determine the "restriction part" 
of the quota certificate price.7° If the 
quantity of quota certificates were Q, 
the restriction part of the certificate 
price would be R,. If the national quota 
was greater than Qo (figure 3), quota 
certificate prices would be zero. 

It would be rational for individual 
farmers to adjust operations so that 
ds = R,. This is shown in figures 4 and 
5 which are based on the relations dis-

1.10 
1.00 

------------------

.50 

0 500 800 Quantity 
Fig. 2. Demand of "A" for quota certificates 

10 An alternative approach would be to consider: (1) that each producer receives his pro 
rata share of quota certificates, and (2) each producer is then a potential buyer and or seller 
of quota certificates. He may sell any or all of the quota certificates he receives or he may 
buy quota certificates from others. The conclusions from such an approach are the same as 
those derived with the approach used in this section. 
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cussed earlier for "A". If the certificate 
price included only a restriction part 
and if it were R, it would be rational 
for "A" to utilize 800 quota certificates. 
If as assumed earlier he had not re
ceived any quota certificates it would 
be profitable for him to buy 800 certifi
cates from others. If on the other hand 
he had received 900 it would be rational 
for him to sell 100 units of certificates. 

It would be equally appropriate to 
consider R, as part of the cost functions 
whether quota certificates were re
ceived from government or purchased 
from others. In figure 5, MC + R, and 
A VC + R, represent marginal costs and 
average variable costs of "A" under the 
assumed effective control program. 
Maximum profit would be obtained by 
producing such that MC + R, = MR so 
long as minimum A VC + R, ~ MR. 

This discussion suggests that so long 
as production was restricted by the pro
gram, producers would sacrifice part of 
the return to their fixed resources in 
bidding for the quota certificates. The 
amount that they were willing to sacri
fice would be reflected in the restriction 
part of quota certificate prices. It would 
depend partially upon marginal cost 

Dollars 

2.00 

J.50 
1.40 

1.00 
.90 

0 500 

functions and size of the national quota. 
The restriction part of quota certificate 
prices would arise so long as prices of 
controlled products were not depressed 
by the program and even if individual 
farmers did not expect the program to 
increase MR. Admittedly, the price of 
quota certificates would add to average 
cost of production. However, holding 
quota certificates also would make it 
possible to cover fixed costs partially 
which would be impossible without 
them. 

Certificate prices would include a 
price-raising part. This part would be 
due to the increase in product price as
sociated with curtailment of produc
tion. The product price increase would 
cause D 4 to shift upward by an amount 
equal to the product price increase and 
to extend downward toward the quan
tity axis. Because the supply of quota 
certificates would be perfectly inelastic 
the upward shift in D4 would cause cer
tificate prices to reflect an amount equal 
to the increase in product price. This 
amount would be in addition to the re
striction part of quota certificate prices. 
These relations are shown in figure 6-
a reproduction of figure 3 with a new 

AVC 

800 Quantity 
Fig. 5. Revenue and cost functions for" A" 
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demand curve D' • for quota certificates 
reflecting the assumed increase in prod
uct price. In this example the increase 
in product price would be equal to 
R' - R1. Thus quota certificate prices 
would have two parts, a restriction part 
and a price-raising part. 

The effect on an individual farm is 
shown in figure 7. The function MC+R' 
indicates production costs plus the cost 
of a quota certificate. It reflects not only 
the increase in product price but also 
the restriction of industry production. 
The assumed increase in product price 
does not affect the number of quota cer
tificates one would rationally retain or 
buy from others because an increase in 
the price of the product involves an 
equal increase in the price of quota cer
tificates. 

Over time changes in cost of produc
tion would influence the price of quota 
certificates. Lower farm costs would 
cause the demand for quota certificates 
to increase. As cost changes became 
widespread they would affect signifi-

Price 

cantly the industry demand for and the 
price of quota certificates. 

The influence of technology would be 
similar to its influence in an uncon
trolled economy. Since producers are 
pure competitors there would be a dis
tinct advantage to lowering individual 
cost functions. Early adoption would 
permit enlargement of production en
terprises and greater profits. Action by 
any one farm would not influence prod
uct price and would have only an in
significant influence on the price of 
quota certificates. However, if all farm
ers adopted improved technologies it 
would have a significant influence on 
quota certificate prices but no influence 
on product price. 

An individual farm's average varia
ble cost functions would be consider
ably different under different direct 
control programs. Variable costs reflect 
opportunity costs as viewed by entre
preneurs. Resources could be utilized in 
other production if only one of several 
products were controlled. In turn, MC 

0 Qo 

Fig. 6. Industry demand for quota certificates 

Quantity 
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Price 

O Quantity 

Fig. 7. Effect of quota prices on individual farm 

and A VC would be higher than if pro
duction of all products were controlled 
and opportunities for shifting resources 
were possible only by the purchase of 
quota certificates. Consequently, the 
more extensive the controls the higher 
the quota certificate prices are likely to 
be. 

While this discussion suggests the rel
evant factors which would influence 
the price of quota certificates, it does 
not indicate the likely level of these 
prices. A diagram of industry supply 
and demand for a single product is 
helpful in visualizing the likely transfer 
prices of quota certficates (figure 8). Let 
P. and Q. represent the equilibrium 
price and quantity of product X under 
free market conditions. Assuming dis
positions were restricted to Q, the price 
of X would advance to P,. 

Assuming that the control program did 
not influence the costs of inputs origi-

nally reflected in the industry supply 
nor the demand for the particular prod
uct, the price, "R", of quota certificates 
would be represented by "ac" (figure 9-
a reproduction of figure 8 with addi
tional notations to indicate the price of 
quota certificates). The price R is the 
difference between farm demand and 
supply price for the limited produc
tion.7' If R were less than the amount 
"ac" in the example, S + R for the per
mitted production would be less than 
P,. Consequently, producers would be 
willing to produce and sell more than 
Q, and some farmers would be willing 
to pay higher prices for the quota cer
tificates. The reverse would be true if 
the price of certificates was greater than 
"ac". In such a case not all quota certifi
cates would be utilized. Holders of ex
tra quota certificates would offer certi
ficates for sale. In turn R would de-

11 In the remaining portion of this section, supply refers to the schedule of amounts of 
the products which producers would be willing to sell at alternative prices if the price of the 
quota certificates for the particular product were zero. 
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crease so that R + S for Q, would equal 
P,. 

Quota certificate prices as a percent 
of free market prices can be estimated 
if the price elasticity of demand and the 
price elasticity of supply are known. 
The percentage increase from P. to P,
the price-raising part of the certificate 
price-for a given percentage quantity 
change may be determined directly from 
the price elasticity of demand. Sim
ilarly, the restrictive part may be de
termined from the elasticity of supply. 

Assuming a price elasticity of demand 
of -0.50, a I-percent decrease in pro
duction would cause P, to be 2 percent 

D 

Price 

Po - - -

above P •. If supply had an elasticity of 
+0.20, then a I-percent decrease in 
production would suggest that P, would 
be 5 percent below P •. Therefore, with 
the assumed elasticities, if production 
was curtailed 1 percent the quota price 
would likely approximate 7 percent of 
the former equilibrium price of the 
product. Parallel calculations were 
made for other combinations of price 
elasticities of demand and supply. The 
results are shown in table 12.'2 

An important conclusion is that an 
extensive direct control program which 
permits the transfer of quota certificates 
could have a significant influence on 

s 

D 

0 Quantity 

Fig. 8. Farm level demand and supply for product "X" 

12 If the programs applied to several c,:,mmodities the demand . function for individual 
commodities would shift upward because of mcreased pnces of _substitute products. Also, the 
supply functions would shift downward. Thus, the quota certificate prices would be even 
larger than that suggested by the data of table 12. 

For simplicity the above discussion and the data of table 12 assume constant elasticities 
while straight lines are used in the figures. 
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Fig. 9. Farm level demand and supply for product "X" 

Table 12. Quota certificate prlcea aa a percent of free market prices for alternative price 
elaaUcillea of demand and alternative price elaaHcUiea of supply when dlapoaUiona are de

creaaed l percent• 

Price elasticity of demand 

Price elasticity of supply -00 -2 -1 -.80 

00 .50 1.00 1.25 
2 .50 1.00 1.50 1.75 
1 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.25 

.80 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.50 

.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.25 

.20 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.25 

.10 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.25 

• Estimated with formula: 

Quota certificate price in dispositions ( ) I 
Percent decrease 

100 percent= ---~----
Free market price 'r/n 

where 

'r/ n = Price elasticity of demand 

'r/ Q = Price elasticity of supply 

See text for discussion and example of procedure. 

50 

-.50 

2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.25 
4.00 
7.00 

12.00 

+ 

-.20 -.10 

5.00 10.00 
5.50 10.50 
6.00 11.00 
6.25 11.25 
7.00 12.00 

10.00 15.00 
15.00 20.00 

Percent decrease 
in dispositions 



the flow of income to fixed agricultural 
resources. Land values and perhaps la
bor returns would be affected. 

Figure 10 illustrates changes on a 
microlevel. Let P. represent the prod
uct price previous to a direct control 
program and "kg" the price of quota 
certificates generated by the program." 
Area "abed" represents the return to 
fixed resources prior to the program and 
"kjcd" represents reduction in this re
turn. Of "kjcd", "kjed" goes to holders 
of quota certificates and "jce" is lost by 
the fixed resources but is not trans
ferred to holders of quota certificates. 
Returns to fixed resources would de
crease even greater if the program 
caused industry's supply function to 
shift downward. Change in the flow of 

Price 

income to fixed resources would depend 
upon the price elasticity of demand only 
so far as demand elasticity influenced 
the restrictions involved in a direct con
trol program. Given the restrictions of 
a program, changes in the flow of in
come to fixed resources depend upon 
the elasticity of industry supply and 
possible shifts in the supply function 
caused by the program. 

Decrease in returns to fixed resources 
implies transfer of income from own
ers of fixed resources to holders of 
bases. It is not likely that bases would 
be distributed in a manner exactly 
matching the decrease in returns to 
given resources caused by the program. 
This section assumes that bases were 
allocated to owners of land. They could 

MC" 

g 
P1 r---------------------' 

d 
Po 

k 

a 

0 

h 

Quantity 

Fig. 10. Effect of quota price on a micro ievel 

,. Whether Po came about under free market conditions or as a result of programs such 
as government purchases does not alter the discussion and implications for returns to fixed 
resources. However, it would affect identification of both the restriction and the price-raising 
part of quota certificates prices. 
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be allocated to farm laborers and ten
ants or to nonfarm interests. Appar
ently neither procedure would avoid 
equity problems. 

Even if bases were distributed accord
ing to potential change in return to 
fixed resources, problems associated 
with land decreasing in value without 
some other resources increasing in 
capitalized value would be involved. 
Capitalization of return to bases would 
be prevented as quotas could be rented 
for only 1 year and bases would revert 
to the government at the holder's death. 
Loss in value of assets such as land 
would be particularly important to 
creditors. In addition, the drop in land 
values could cause important tax prob
lems because a substantial amount of 
tax revenue is based on land value. 

The flow of benefits from technologi
cal adoption would be influenced by a 
direct control program that permitted 
transfer of quota certificates. Unlike 
conditions in an uncontrolled economy 
where most benefits would be expected 
to go to consumers in the form of lower 
prices, this type of program would cause 
the benefits of technological adoption 
to accrue largely to holders of bases. 

Another conclusion relates to the 
question, "Who might discontinue farm
ing if quota certificates could be trans
ferred?" Producers who appraise their 
minimum average variable costs at lev
els higher than others would be the first 
to discontinue production. Because the 
appraisal of variable and marginal cost 
would be from the viewpoint of the in
dividual producer, farmers with low op
portunity costs for their family labor 
may find it rational to continue produc
tion though values of quota certificates 
cause others to discontinue. Also, any 
one farmer's discontinuance of produc
tion would be due to the restriction part 
of quota certificate price. The product 
price-raising part would not affect the 
decision; all producers would receive 
the equivalent amount in the form of 
increased product prices. 

These conclusions and implications 
highlight the importance of the assign-
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ment of bases · and emphasize some of 
the limitations of controls when placed 
on the production of pure competitors. 
Assignment of bases determines the 
manner in which individuals would 
share in the benefits of the program. If 
quotas can be transferred the control 
of total production does not prevent 
purely competitive bidding for the quo
tas. If production is to be restricted 
some fixed resources have to be idled 
or used less intensively. As pure com
petitors, farmers would sacrifice a por
tion of the return to their fixed re
sources in order to retain them in pro
duction. The quota price would reflect 
this decrease in the return to fixed re
sources in addition to decreases in 
prices of variable inputs and increases 
in farm product prices. 

Administrative Implications 

Random reassignment of bases (not 
quotas), discussed earlier, would be dif
ficult for administrators. The possibility 
of political influence on the selection of 
individuals to receive reassigned bases 
cannot be ignored. 

Presumably it would not be necessary 
to monitor sales of quota certificates. 
However, potential abuses and the prob
able desire of some farm leaders and 
legislators to prevent nonfarm indi
viduals from owning certificates suggest 
that administrators would have to 
supervise the transfers to some degree. 
Coordination between many local and 
state government offices would be re
quired if the government was to retain 
information indicating the ownership of 
quota certificates at all times. Not to 
monitor the transfers could stimulate 
counterfeiting and other illegal use. 

Regional shifts in production which 
transfer of certificates might stimulate 
could result in attempts to limit areas 
within which quotas might be trans
ferred. Such limitation would make 
monitoring easier. Some have suggested 
that it would also lower the general 
price level for quotas. Such a limitation 
as preventing the transfer of quotas 



across state lines would simply modify 
both the demand for and the supply of 
quotas in any one area. Resulting prices 
in each area may be higher or lower 
than without the limitation. It is im
possible to say, however, whether limi
tations of this type would raise or lower 
the general price level of quota certifi
cates. 

A program including sale of quota 
certificates without sale or long-term 
leasing of bases could be withdrawn 
more easily than a program which per
mitted permanent transfer or long-term 
leasing of bases. It would be difficult for 
individuals to argue at the end of a pro
gram that they should be compensated 
for income-receiving bases granted to 
them originally by the government. In 
contrast, if the holders had paid a price 
for a base to someone else in the antici
pation that the program would con
tinue, their argument for compensation 
might receive more attention. This pos
sibility cannot be ignored entirely with 
quotas, but quota certificates would 
have a limited life. Therefore, when al
locating quotas it probably would be 
possible to anticipate and to specify ma
jor administrative actions that would 
have a significant influence on the value 
of quota certificates prior to their ex
piration. 

A program permitting annual sale of 
certificates only, probably would not en
hance as much flexibility in production 
adjustments among farms as one per
mitting the sale of bases. Individual 
farmers might be reluctant to expand 
enterprises unless they were reasonably 
certain they could get needed quota cer
tificates. Long-term leasing would be a 
possible variation. Also, if a large vol
ume of quota certificates were trans
ferred each year farmers might become 
confident of their availability. Such a 
condition could develop if many farm
ers transferred to nonfarm occupations 
but regulations permitted them to re
tain bases they were originally as
signed. 

Transfer of quotas relieves the ad
ministrative problem of attempting to 
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prevent transfer of product from those 
without quotas to those with quotas 
but without product and vice versa. As 
indicated earlier preventing this type 
of transfer when input-output relations 
are uncertain and when many farm 
products are perishable would be a 
most difficult administrative problem. 
Permitting transfer of quota certificates 
legalizes what probably would happen 
anyway. 

Determination of national quotas 
would be an extremely important ad
ministrative problem. So long as price 
supports with associated government 
inventories were not employed ad
ministrators would be confronted with 
the problem of selecting national quotas 
which would yield a price politically 
satisfactory to both farmers and con
sumers. To make the quotas too large 
would defeat the program's purpose. 
But if acute shortages resulted from the 
program political pressures on ad
ministrators could be severe. 

Permit the Transfer of Bases 

Economic Effects 

Transfer price of bases would be 
expected to reflect the discounted value 
of quota certificates. Therefore, the 
benefits of the program would tend to 
be capitalized in somewhat the same 
way that benefits of a program would 
be capitalized into land and base values 
if bases were transferred with land. 
However, land and bases would not be 
administratively tied to each other. 
Therefore, entrepreneurs would be free 
to sell them jointly or separately. With 
bases and land separate, transfer prob
ably would take place more readily 
than if they had to be purchased joint
ly. As with the transfer of quotas the 
transfer of bases would permit changes 
in geographic production patterns. 

Administrative Implications 

Permitting the transfer of bases 
would eliminate difficulties associated 



with their reassignment. If an individu
al died or wished for some reason to 
give up a base, his base could be deeded 
or transferred without reverting to the 
government. The government would 
have to retain an up-to-date record of 
base owners for purposes of distribut
ing quota certificates. 

ENFORCEMENT 
The enforcement mechanics analyzed 

were: 

1. Voluntary compliance 

(a) Without benefit payments for 
compliance. 

(b) With benefit payments for 
compliance. 

(c) With processing or handling 
taxes and benefit payments. 

2. Court action against noncompliers. 

3. Penalties for noncompliance. 

4. Permit noncompliance by small 
producers and exempt production 
for home use. 

Voluntary Compliance With
out Benefit Payments 

This mechanic might take the form 
of exhorting producers to curtail dis
positions 10 percent from previous 
levels. 

Economic Effects 

The principal implication is that pro
duction of pure competitors cannot be 
significantly restricted without paying 
them for restricting their dispositions 
or forcing them to comply. So long as 
producers are pure competitors they 
do not have an incentive to adjust for 
the benefit of others. 

Administrative Implications 

This type of provision does not in
volve enforcement or monitoring. Ad
ministrative tasks would be nil. 

Voluntary Compliance With 
Benefit Payments 

Some aspects of the Soil Bank and 
the 1961 Feed Grain Program resemble 
this mechanic. Farmers decided in
dividually whether to participate in the 
programs. Benefit payments were paid 
to those who participated in the pro
grams and net revenue of nonpartici
pating farmers was not lowered signi
ficantly by introduction of the pro
grams. 

Economic Effects 

Two considerations are most im
portant in generalizing about the po
tential economic impacts of voluntary 
compliance with benefit payments. 

First, the more successful the pro
gram is in inducing individuals to 
comply, the larger the payments for 
compliance required to retain coopera
tion. This may be demonstrated with 
figure 11. The diagram represents in
dustry supply and demand. Assuming 
that supply, S, would not be influenced 
by the program the area "abed" repre
sents payments needed to obtain a re
duction in production from Q. to Q1 if 
farmers expect Po to continue. But over 
the long run the area "aefg" repre
sents the amount of payment needed to 
retain production at Q,.7' This suggests 
that to the extent past prices rather 
than expected prices are used for de
termining the size of payment, pay
ments at the beginning of a program 
would be less than the payment needed 
to maintain production at the reduced 
levels. If the program influenced S to 
shift to the right the payment would 

"These statements assume that price discrimination in the payment of benefits Is not 
possible. 
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Fig. 11. Effect of benefit payments 

have to be increased even further to 
retain production at Q1, 

The main implication of this discus
sion is that it would be a significant 
error to project expenditures for such 
programs on the basis of past prices 
and costs. The resulting changes in 
prices and costs over time cannot be 
ignored. 

The second major economic implica
tion is that over time returns to farm 
resources would not necessarily be in
creased by a program which used bene
fit payments to encourage compliance. 
The program assumed in this section 
would have no direct effect on the 
transfer of resources. However, it would 
have a significant influence on the price 
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of the resources as pure competitors 
bid for resources which received in
creased income resulting from higher 
prices and benefit payments. Thus the 
program would increase farm income. 
But the longrun effects would involve 
capitalization of most of the benefits 
into the value of fixed resources. 

Administrative Implications 

So long as producers were required 
to prove compliance before receiving 
payments administrative problems 
directly related to the provision would 
not be great. However, problems pecul
iar to obtaining accurate measure
ment of quantities of specific products 



probably would arise. Because of the 
attitude of cooperating farmers these 
difficulties might be less than in a pro
gram which required all farmers to 
participate. Making payments prior to 
the time farmers established that they 
complied could create greater admin
istrative difficulties. Situations in which 
farmers received payments but did not 
comply would require additional ad
ministrative activity to recover the pay
ments. 

Voluntary Compliance With 
Processing or Handling Taxes 

and Benefit Payments 
The possible use of processing or 

handling taxes on products generally 
sold to nonfarm firms may be a useful 
mechanic for enforcing cutbacks in dis
positions. Although producers would be 
allowed to decide individually if they 
desired to participate in the program, 
administrative increases in the per unit 
taxes could cause significant declines 
in revenues of those who decided not 
to comply with restrictions on disposi
tions. 

Economic Effects 

Assume that the tax is collected on 
all units of all farm products produced, 
that proceeds from the tax are dis
tributed as benefits to producers who 
comply in curtailing their production 
and marketings by specified amounts, 
that there are no imports or exports, 
and that the per unit tax is greater 
than the increase in product price 
brought about by the program. Individ
uals would not be required to restrict 
production. However, nonparticipants 
would not be eligible for benefit pay
ments. Therefore, increases in taxes 
could cause revenues of noncompliers 
to shrink. 

Under such conditions an individual 
farmer's decision to comply with the 
program would depend upon the net 
farm price generated by the program, 
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the per unit government payment avail
able if he participated, the required 
cutback in production, and the farm's 
variable cost of production. A farmer 
confronted with these factors would 
select from three alternatives: (1) dis
continue production, (2) comply with 
the program and receive the farm price 
generated by the program plus the per 
unit government payment, or (3) pro
duce where marginal cost equals the 
farm price generated by the program 
and forego the receipt of per unit gov
ernment payments. Presumably, most 
farmers would choose the alternative 
resulting in largest profit. 

These alternatives illustrate why a 
program utilizing taxes is capable of 
forcing compliance by a large portion 
of farmers so long as the tax can be 
collected on all production. For ex
ample, an increase in per unit tax 
would lower the farm price generated 
by the program and would also pro
vide more funds for government pay
ments. With taxes of sufficient size all 
producers would find it rational either 
to comply or to discontinue production. 

The program would have even 
greater leverage for obtaining com
pliance if taxes were also collected on 
imports. Regulations could require 
compliance with production restrictions 
to qualify for sharing in taxes collected 
this way. Such a system results in a 
depression of foreign producers' in
come, an increase in domestic food 
prices, and increased receipts for do
mestic producers eligible to receive the 
benefits. 

Size of the tax and compliance re
quirements would be primary deter
minants of how greatly the program 
might influence patterns of production 
and flexibility of individual farm op
erations. If the tax were sufficiently 
high most producers would be required 
to comply with severe restrictions. On 
the other hand, if both tax and re
strictions were such that efficient pro
ducers found it advantageous to ignore 
the program, technological progress, 
changes in farm organization, and 



changes in geographic production pat
terns might occur continuously with 
the program in operation. 

Administrative Implications 

As with the previous provision, use 
of processing taxes to finance benefit 
payments could require individual pro
ducers to accept responsibility of show
ing compliance with the program if 
they desired benefit payments. The ef
fect of this type of approach on farmer 
attitudes and on their willingness to 
submit evidence could ease adminis
trative problems considerably. 

In the feed-livestock industry the 
problems of collecting taxes on such 
items as corn fed on farms where 
grown, corn sold to other farmers, and 
livestock sold between farmers would 
make the extensive application of these 
taxes difficult. In contrast, it would be 
relatively easy to collect taxes on pro
ducts moving through large processing 
plants. 

Increasing the unit tax could force 
greater compliance with a program. But 
it might also encourage movement of 
products in a manner that would avoid 
taxation. For example, the direct farm
to-consumer sales of eggs might in
crease. 

The processing and handling tax has 
a political advantage in that it out
wardly preserves the idea that in
dividuals are free to make their own 
decisions with regard to program par
ticipation. But taxes and refunds can 
be manipulated so as virtually to com
pel farmers to participate or to dis
continue production. 

Court Action Against 
Noncom pliers 

If court action is effective in forcing 
compliance with the program, compli
ance is assured by definition. However, 
the potential number of court cases 
and the public attitude toward penal
ties sufficiently large to prevent non-

compliance could easily disrupt opera
tion of a direct control program. 

Penalties for Noncompliance 

Economic Effects 

Effective implementation of this pro
vision would cause compliers and non
compliers to receive the same average 
revenue for the units of product sold. 
However, noncompliers would be sub
ject to a penalty. To be effective in 
stimulating participation the penalty 
must be sufficiently large so most in
dividual farmers find it more profitable 
to comply than not to comply. It would 
not be necessary for all producers to 
comply. However, the penalty could be 
made large enough so all producers 
find it rational to comply. As in the 
case of programs using processing 
taxes, the program could be operated 
so that some farmers found it prefer
able to discontinue production. 
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Penalties might be assessed in dif
ferent ways. One procedure would be a 
flat fee regardless how much the quotas 
were exceeded. Another would be to 
increase the penalty according to the 
degree to which the quotas were ex
ceeded. The flat fee method has the 
disadvantage of not discouraging fur
ther excess marketings once market
ings exceed quotas. In contrast if the 
penalty per unit of excess increased 
or remained constant, noncompliers 
likely would find it rational to produce 
at somewhat lower levels than would 
be the case with a flat fee. 

Administrative Implications 

This type of provision would be more 
difficult to administer than would a 
provision utilizing benefit payments to 
compliers. The government would have 
to establish that individuals did not 
comply and would then have to collect 
the assessed penalties. 

Arrangements might be made where
by processors or handlers withheld 



penalties from payments to farmers for 
excess production and marketings. This 
would require ascertaining whether 
or not marketings were in excess 
previous to the time the processor or 
handler paid the producer. Such an ar
rangement probably would involve 
handlers and processors in monitoring 
a part of the program for the govern
ment. Understandably they would dis
courage such efforts. 

Many products never move through 
the hands of processors or handlers, 
thereby further complicating the suc
cessful collection of penalties. 

Permit Noncompliance and 
Exempt Production 

Exemption of small producers might 
take two major forms. First, it could 
exempt all small producers without 
regard to when they started farming. 
Second it could exempt all small pro
ducers who were producing at the time 
the program started. The first would 
permit entry of small producers; the 
latter would not permit entry unless 
individuals were willing to comply 
with the program. 

Economic Effects 

A significant economic implication of 
exempting small producers is the larger 
cuts in production required of large 
producers for given price objectives 
relative to those needed if all producers 
actually curtailed production an equal 
percentage. Another economic implica
tion is the possibility of an increased 
number of small producers if the pro
gram exempted all small producers re
gardless of when they started farming. 

The number of small producers of 
most commodities has decreased stead
ily in recent years. It does not neces
sarily follow, however, that their num
ber would continue to decline if direct 
controls were applied to the production 
of the feed-livestock industry. Also, the 
number of small producers when de-
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termined by enterprises tends to exag
gerate conditions which would exist in 
an extensive control program. The di
versification of many farms of the feed
livestock sector suggests that many 
small enterprises are on large farms 
with large total production. 

Administrative Implications 

Exemption of small producers would 
save a considerable amount of admin
istrative costs. However, it may be dif
ficult to prevent entry of small enter
prises. Marketing in ways that could 
not be checked and production for 
home use probably would be utilized 
extensively to circumvent the provi
sions of the program. If measures could 
be employed to effectively prevent 
entry of small units such units sup
posedly would be eliminated by the 
end of one generation. But this prob
ably would not happen. For example, 
political problems associated with a 
ruling that a son could not grow 1,000 
pounds of pork without being penalized, 
though his deceased father had been 
permitted to do so, could be significant. 

To the extent that prices increased, 
production for home use would be en
couraged. This would dilute the effect 
of the program. There seems to be no 
alternative but to permit home con
sumption. It would be practically im
possible to monitor. 

PRICE SUPPORTS 

This section considers the possible 
effects of introducing a price support 
system into a direct control program. 
Conclusions relating to potential eco
nomic effects and administrative im
plications of other provisions were ob
tained under the assumption that prices 
were not supported with loans, pur
chase agreements, or government pur
chases. It was assumed that price in
creases would be due entirely to cut
backs in production and marketings 
and not due to government removal of 



farm products from normal market 
channels. The government would affect 
farm income by influencing the quan
tity sold by producers. But farm in
comes would be derived completely 
from the farm demand generated by 
normal market forces. 

Economic Effects 

Farm policymakers have tended to 
favor production levels in excess of 
market demand at price support levels 
rather than to impose significant re
strictions on total farm production. 
Thus, redistribution of income to agri
culture has occurred through surplus 
accumulation without significant re
strictions on total farm production. 

Many of government's most dif
ficult problems with past programs 
have been the direct consequence of 
price supports rather than attempts to 
control production. Accumulation of 
surplus stocks is an example. Without 
price supports surpluses would not be 
accumulated. Hence, prices for a given 
level of production would be deter
mined by marketing demands. This ar
gument does not preclude all govern
ment purchases. If programs such as 
Food for Peace, school lunch, or strate
gic reserves are continued they become 
a part of market demand. However, 
such purchases would be planned with 
the goals of a particular program in 
mind rather than as a means of dispos
ing of government held commodities. 

The use of price supports has result
ed in price relations which differ from 
the marginal value products in a "free" 
agriculture as well as marginal value 
products of actual production. Govern
ment as a buyer under the price sup
port program, has not been sufficiently 
conscious of quality and has not ad
justed bids adequately in response to 
changes in market conditions (other 
than government surplus accumula
tions) and supplies. For example, sup
port prices generally have not been ad
justed or have been adjusted slowly to 
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reflect changes in market value result
ing from changes in factors such as 
tastes and preferences, margins, pro
duction costs, and stocks. 

Had the wheat program included 
production control similar to that used 
in past programs but had not included 
price supports, it is unlikely that the 
relative supply of wheat classes would 
be as "unbalanced" as is the present 
case. Excessive production of one class 
relative to another would have caused 
a change in relative prices to which 
both consumption and production 
would have responded. Resulting con
ditions probably would have stimu
lated an updating of the controls to 
take account of different classes of 
wheat and to recognize increased 
yields. 

Conceptually, a price support pro
gram need not result in accumulation 
of stocks over time. It could be oper
ated as a means of equalizing supplies 
and farm income from year to year. But 
such an approach would represent a 
departure from the manner in which 
price supports generally have been 
used. 

Further, if price supports are used 
in a voluntary-type program, noncom
pliers benefit unless government sales 
are made to offset the price-bolstering 
effects. Availability of price supports 
has been used to encourage farmers to 
comply with production restrictions in 
past voluntary programs. Denial of 
loans to noncompliers has been con
sidered a penalty. This is true so 
long as the market price can be held 
below loan levels. Accumulation of 
government stocks via loans, however, 
exerts an upward influence on market 
prices. Unless this force is counteracted 
with government sales or some other 
device, noncompliers benefit from both 
cutback in production by compliers 
and government accumulation of sup
plies. But to force the open market 
price substantially below support levels 
would cause products eligible for sup
port to flow through government hands. 



Administrative Implications 

The use of price supports would help 
to hide administrative errors of judg
ment and political maneuvers. Without 
price supports errors of judgment in 
estimating quantities needed for given 
price objectives would be reflected in 
market prices rather than in accumula
tion of stocks. It also would make it 
more difficult to increase farm income 
for political gain. Raising farm income 
would require more than merely raising 
price supports with consequent in
creased tax expenditures. 

Use of price supports in connection 
with a control program would enable 
administrators to claim that changes in 
farm income were due to production 
control although the perfectly elastic 
demand of government loans might be 
more important. Without a government 
inventory in which to bury errors of 
judgment and political maneuvers, poli-

ticians and administrators would con
stantly be stimulated to update pro
gram provisions consistent with eco
nomic developments. 

Price support use could have an ad
verse effect on the attitude of farmers 
toward control programs. The discipline 
of deriving all farm income from de
mand unsupplemented with surplus 
accumulation would tend to remind 
farmers and those associated with them 
that the demand for farm products is 
less than perfectly elastic. But the use 
of price supports would insulate them 
from effects of the actual elasticities 
of demand. As a result they probably 
would be less willing to cooperate in 
curtailing production. 

Furthermore, the cost of storage and 
the cost of producing products destined 
for storage would be eliminated in a 
program that did not involve surplus 
accumulation. 

Chapter V-Nonfarm Groups and Direct 
Controls 

RELATED NONFARM INDUSTRIES 

PROSPERITY OF THE U. S. ECONOMY is not dependent on 
the economic well-being of agriculture. However, a substantial 

number of nonfarm firms have an economic interest in agricul
ture and in farm programs. For this reason it would be an error 
to study direct controls of the feed-livestock industry without 
recognizing possible impacts of the programs on related non
farm industry. However, resources available for the study per
mitted only a brief consideration of these facets. Studies about 
related nonfarm industry and its interrelationship with agricul
ture are limited in number. 

Two groups of nonfarm firms closely 
related to agriculture which would be 
affected by direct control programs are: 

1. Output group: firms handling and 
processing farm products. 
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2. Input group: firms supplying pro
duction inputs. 

Both groups would experience de
creased volume of business if all final 
livestock dispositions were restricted. 



The smaller volume of livestock 
handled and processed could lead to 
lower shortrun returns for individual 
firms of the output group as they at
tempted to compete for the decreased 
volume of business. However, as re
sources in the group adjusted to the de
creased volume and as volume subse
quently increased over time, yields to 
resources remaining in the industry 
probably would return to previous lev
els. 

If all final livestock dispositions were 
restricted, the formula feed industry 
would be one of the most seriously af
fected industries of the input group. Al
though feed manufacturing costs would 
be lowered by declines in feed grain 
prices, other costs to the industry such 
as management and labor probably 
would not decline as a result of the pro
gram. Therefore the use of formula 
feed probably would decline because 
(1) livestock production would decrease, 
and (2) feed grain prices would decline 
relative to the prices of nonfarm pro
duced ingredients and costs such as 
management, advertising, and labor in 
formula feed manufacture. 

The program also would tend to re
duce sales of the fertilizer industry. 
Lower feed grain and soybean prices 
could cause cutbacks on yield-increas
ing inputs.75 

As in the case of output industries, in 
the short run individual firms of the 
formula feed and fertilizer industry 
would be adversely affected as they 
competed for reduced industry sales. 
Adjustment of resources or reduced 
rates of expansion over time may cause 
returns to the remaining resources to 
approximate those existing previously. 

In situations where only a portion of 
livestock was controlled, the impacts 
on firms within related nonfarm groups 
would be diverse. Firms directly asso
ciated with restricted products would 
be adversely affected while firms more 
closely associated with uncontrolled 

livestock products may be affected fa
vorably. 

Restricted feed grain dispositions 
would require decreases in livestock 
production if neither government stocks 
nor expanded imports were used to 
supplement dispositions of feed grains 
by domestic producers. Insofar as the 
decreased supplies of feed grains modi
fied livestock production the effects on 
the industries of the output group 
would be similar to those associated 
with direct controls on livestock. In ad
dition, firms handling feed grains would 
experience a reduction in volume be
low that handled either when only final 
livestock were controlled or under a 
situation of no controls. If government 
feed grain stocks were used to supple
ment current production feed grain pro
duction could be restricted without af
fecting livestock production. However, 
unless benefit payments to grain pro
ducers were utilized, such an approach 
would reduce the farm value of feed 
grain production. Assuming proportion
ate cutbacks in feed grain production 
and no changes in livestock production 
by individuals, an approach of this type 
also would necessitate increased ex
penditure for feed grains by livestock 
producers formerly feeding their en
tire feed grain production. 

Under an effective feed grain control 
program, decreases in the use of ferti
lizers and similar inputs would result 
~cause of the low marginal value 
product for production in excess of per
mitted amounts and the lack of alter
native uses for farmland. 

In some instances the control of re
placement units may benefit some non
farm firms. For example, a program re
stricting the sale of chicks and poults 
by hatcheries would likely benefit 
hatcheries. They would control the 
scarce resources: chicks and poults. 
These benefits to individual firms would 
be dissipated if entry to the hatchery 
industry was unrestricted. In contrast, 

"' Zvl Griliches, "Distributed Lags, Disaggregation, and Regional Demand Functions for 
Fertilizer," Jounial of Farm Economics XLI No. 1, February 1959. pp. 90-102. 
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if entry was restricted the benefits 
would be expected to continue as long 
as sales of chicks and poults were cur
tailed. 

Some of the more general economic 
implications of direct controls of par
ticular interest to related nonfarm in
dustry would include the likelihood 
that nonfarm industry related to agri
culture would adjust to changes in the 
volume of farm production and mar
ketings, and to the level of net farm in
come. Industries adversely affected 
would adjust through the exit of re
sources by transfer, depreciation, or 
decapitalization. Adjustment time 
would vary by the type of industry; for 
example, resources devoted to trucking 
would likely adjust more quickly than 
would resources devoted to formula 
feed manufacturing. Over a period of 
time the effect of controlling farm dis
positions would tend to retard expan
sion rates of related industries. 

Direct control programs might re
strict nonfarm firms from devoting 
more resources to the actual produc
tion of farm products. In fact, they 
could completely prevent any expan
sion of this type. 

Effective direct control of farm dis
positions also may have important long
run effects in reducing the degree of 
excess capacity in many industries re
lated to agriculture. Instability of farm 
production with related variations in 
the volume of products handled a~ 
processed, and changing geographic 
production patterns have contributed 
to the construction of excess capacity 
in related industries.1

• 

With exceptions, evening out cyclical 
production patterns and retarding geo
graphic shifts in production would 
benefit related nonfarm firms and in
dustries. Therefore, if direct control 

programs were designed so that they 
curtailed and stabilized cyclical and 
geographic changes of farm production 
some firms could benefit from these ef
fects. Exceptions would include firms 
that could outmaneuver their competi
tors and could use cyclical production 
and changing geographic production 
patterns to enhance their economic po
sition. A leading milling firm execu
tive's speech at the 1961 marketing 
seminar of the American Feed Manu
facturers Association indicates that at 
present there are possibilities of out
maneuvering competition by anticipat
ing changes in farm livestock produc
tion.77 

Direct control programs also may call 
for related nonfarm industry to assist 
in monitoring farmers' marketings. 
They would be reluctant to assume such 
responsibilities because of potential ad
ministrative costs, difficulties involved 
in refusing ineligible marketings of 
patrons, and distinct possibilities that 
government officials would have the 
privilege of studying their business re
cords. For example, the 1962 Adminis
tration proposal of farm legislation pro
vided that in connection with the pro
posed dairy program the first proces
sors and producers would be expected 
to retain records and furnish reports as 
prescribed by the Secretary for pur
poses of the program. It stated, "The 
Secretary [of Agriculture] is hereby 
authorized to examine such records and 
any other records, accounts, documents, 
and other papers which he has reason 
to believe are relevant for the purposes 
of this subtitle [Dairy Income Stabiliza
tion Act] and which are in the custody 
or control of such first processor or pro
ducer."76 Similar provisions have been 
included in previous legislation. Under 

1• For an example of how the anticipation of geographic production changes has contri
buted to the capacity of the formula feed industry and in turn to increased production of 
poultry, see Small Business Problems in the Poultry Industry, Hearings Before the Subcom
mittee of the Select Committee on Small Business, House of Representatives, 87th Congress, 
1st Session, Part I, August 15-17, September 14-15, 1961, pp. 200-202. 

11 "Agriculture Changes Illustrate Challenges to Sales Managers of Feed Firms," Feedstuffs 
33, No. 46, pp. 19, 22, November 18, 1961. 

1s S. 2786, 87th Congress, 2nd Session, Subtitle C-Dairy, Sec. 440, Reports and Records. 
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the Agricultural Marketing Agreement 
Act of 1937 as amended, the Secretary 
of Agriculture may request from hand
lers such information as the Secretary 
finds necessary to ". . . determine the 
extent to which such agreement or or
der has been carried out . . . " and to 
determine if " ... there has been any 
abuse of the privilege of exemptions 
from the antitrust laws." Further the 
Secretary is" ... authorized to examine 
such books, papers, records, copies of 
income tax reports, accounts, corres
pondence, contracts, documents or 
memoranda, as he deems relevant ... "71! 

Although this procedure has been ac
cepted by the handlers involved in milk 
marketing orders, many related non
farm firms would resist a similar dis
closure of their records. 

FOOD COSTS 
Restriction of livestock production di

rectly, or indirectly through restriction 
of feed grain supplies, involves in
creased food consumption expenditures. 
With an assumed I-percent decrease 
in the production of all livestock, food 
consumption expenditures for livestock 
would increase about 0.90 percent (ta
ble 13). In comparison, farm value of 
livestock dispositions would increase 
1.96 percent. In absolute terms the 
change in retail food value would be 
slightly less than the change in the 
farm value of livestock dispositions. 

Naturally, the effect on food costs of 
changing only one or two livestock 
products would be less than if all live
stock products were decreased. 

Table 13. Esilmated percentage changes in consumer food expenditures associated with 1-
percent decreases in marketings of specified farm commodities* 

Expenditures for 

"tl 
"' l'l ., .!<I .. l'l " Commodity decreased ., " 

.., 
.'l E " ., "-"' .!<I " I-percent ~ 

w.o .~ .!<I "' ~ "' .. "e .... .. -" .. .. 0 .a., .<: ;:l .. i -;,. 
u u :i: tn- u E-< i:,:i -,:;::: 

Cattle .08 .33 .25 .38 .31 .19 .09 .02 .12 
Calves .05 -.35 .05 .08 .06 .02 .02 .05 .04 
Hogs .19 .25 .36 .34 .27 .16 .07 .06 .17 
Sheep and lambs ......... .03 .03 .03 -.56 .03 .oo .01 .002 .01 
Broilers .08 .10 .09 .11 -.002 .25 .03 .01 .05 
Turkeys .02 .02 .02 .03 .09 -.24 .01 .002 .01 
Eggs .05 .05 .05 .05 .02 .10 2.40 .01 .27 
Milk .02 .02 .03 .02 .02 -.004 .06 .66 .27 
All livestock ........ .50 .44 .87 .44 .80 .80 2.63 .77 .90 

• Assuming all livestock products are controlled, that is the cutback on one livestock 
category does not change the production of other livestock. 

For procedures utilized to translate farm prices to retail prices see Brandow, pp. 42-46. 

"'50 Stat. 246, Sec. 8d, (1). 
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Chapter VI-Summary and Conclusions 

SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE MECHANICS might be included in 
any direct control program of the feed-livestock economy. For 

example, all or only part of the products might be restricted. 
Bases might be assigned according to past production or accord
ing to other criteria. Bases and quotas might be completely trans
ferable or transfers might be restricted by varying degrees. Differ
ent approaches might be implemented to enforce program pro
visions and price supports might or might not be utilized. 

Products to Be Controlled 

In selecting products to be controlled 
the potential effects on farm revenue 
would be of prime importance. So long 
as resources are not permitted to trans
fer from controlled to uncontrolled 
products, the restriction of any of the 
major groups of livestock would cause 
gross farm revenue to increase. Farm 
revenue also would increase if total 
concentrate supplies were restricted. 

Increased total farm income, how
ever, would not assure increased in
come for all groups of farmers. For ex
ample, to limit the dispositions of final 
livestock would adversely affect the 
farm value of feed grains and inter
mediate livestock. Producers of con
trolled products purchasing intermedi
ate farm products would benefit from 
both a higher return for their product 
and lower costs for inputs purchased 
from other farmers. 

Controls without restriction on re
source transfers may or may not in
crease total farm income. Also, produc
ers of uncontrolled products may be ad
versely affected by transfers of re
sources from production of controlled 
to production of uncontrolled products. 

In the event that only concentrate 
supplies were restricted, shifts in the 
distribution of farm income would take 
the form of reduced total ne:t returns 
for livestock. If the net returns per ani
mal unit were not affected, the burden 
of this decrease would be borne by 
those curtailing livestock production. 
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Regardless of possible income effects 
associated with effectively controlling 
particular products, choices of products 
to control must consider the administra
tive difficulties of enforcing restrictions 
on dispositions. Products that move 
from farms to large nonfarm firms 
would be simplest to control; those 
used predominantly on farms where 
produced, such as feed grains, would be 
most difficult to restrict. One means of 
implementing quantity controls on feed 
grains might involve a combination of 
field checks of yields and acreages 
shortly before harvest. 

To a large extent the use of direct 
controls implies the direction of prod
uct mix by administrative action rath
er than prices. However, this need not 
be the case. Inclusion of several prod
ucts in an overall quota unit would 
permit at least partial direction of re
source use among products by prices. 

Assignment of Bases 

Changes in distribution of farm in
come also may result from assignment 
of bases. Bases would be valuable so 
long as dispositions were restricted. 
However, equity questions relating to 
assignment of bases involve more than 
the problem of how to distribute valu
able pieces of property. For instance, 
consumer expenditures for farm prod
ucts would increase, returns to land 
would decrease, and returns to other 
fixed factors-such as labor which 
could not leave agriculture without ex
treme difficulty-also would be reduced. 



Consequently, a program may increase 
total farm income but result in de
creased incomes to some farmers and 
may even cause some producers of con
trolled products to be affected adverse
ly. 

The magnitude of these problems in
creases with the extent of commodity 
coverage of the control program. If 
only one commodity such as corn or 
turkeys were restricted without limi
tations of released resources, areas or 
individuals not receiving a base would 
divert resources to other agricultural 
pursuits. The alternatives in most cases 
would be less profitable, but the differ
ence probably would not be extreme. 
In contrast, if all commodities were 
controlled the failure to receive a base 
would require idling of resources, di
version of resources to nonfarm uses, 
or the purchase of quotas or bases, pro
viding transfers were permitted. 

Transfer Mechanics 

Individual farm adjustments would 
be possible if the control program per
mitted unrestricted transfer of bases 
and quota certificates though total dis
positions were restricted. Transfer pro
visions also would facilitate arrange
ments between producers who hap
pened to produce more or less than 
amounts permitted by their assigned 
quotas. Exit and entry into agriculture 
would be possible. Individual oroducers 
would regard costs of obtainiPg quota 
certificates and bases in much the same 
way they consider other costs. But in
dividual production decisions would not 
be dictated by the program. 

Over time, however, it would be im
possible to increase returns to fixed 
farm resources if transfer of bases and 
quota certicates was permitted. Quota 
certificates would acquire a value 
greater than any increase in total farm 
income brought about by the program. 
Even if the price of controlled products 
were not increased by the program, the 
value of some fixed resources would de
crease and a portion of this value would 
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be transferred to the value of bases and 
quota certificates. In bidding for the 
rights to produce a part of the restricted 
production, farmers would sacrifice a 
portion of the value of their fixed assets 
and would bid into the quota price all 
expected increases in the value of per
mitted production. While the capitalized 
value of bases probably would exceed 
that lost by land and other fixed re
sources, there is no assurance that those 
individuals losing asset values and in
come flows would be the same as those 
gaining from the capitalized value of 
the bases. Because of these factors the 
initial assignment of bases has para
mount importance. Over time the value 
of bases and quota certificates could be 
influenced administratively by adjust
ing size of national bases and national 
quotas. 

This suggests that administrative re
assignment of bases will be necessary if 
a program is to improve returns to re
sources in agriculture over a period of 
time. Admittedly, administrative reas
signment raises serious questions re
garding specialization and geographic 
adjustment of production. But to do 
otherwise involves expending all possi
ble benefits of the program to those who 
happen to receive bases at the start of 
the program. Regardless of the pro
cedures for transferring bases, the val
ue of fixed resources would be reduced 
so long as the program was restrictive. 

Two other points should not be over
looked. First, the transfer of bases 
through a market system would make it 
extremely difficult to discontinue the 
program. Bases for which individuals 
had made expenditures would be elim
inated if the program ended. Second, 
the incentive for technological adoption 
would be similar to that existing under 
free market conditions. Economic re
wards would be available to those who 
made cost-reducing changes in produc
tion previous to others. Most benefits of 
technological improvement and special
ization would go to holders of bases un
less changes in production costs influ
enced the size of national quotas. 



Enforcement 

Controls mu.st be enforced if a pro
gram is to influence significantly the 
volume of farm marketings, the 
avowed purpose of control programs. 
To incorporate lax enforcement pro
cedures with a direct control program 
could create inequities both in the dis
tribution of program benefits and in 
individual farmers' contributions to
ward making the benefits possible. 

Processing taxes would give admin
istrators an important economic lever
age in obtaining compliance if they 
were used to finance benefit payments. 
The higher the tax rate the greater the 
economic incentive for the individual 
farmer to comply with the control pro
gram. Collection of taxes would be 
easiest on products sold to large hand
lers or processors. Problems associated 
with collecting per unit taxes on prod
ucts such as feed grains suggest that 
some other procedure would have to be 
devised for products largely consumed 
on farms where produced. A preferred 
method might be to use field estimates 
of production combined with monetary 
penalties and decreased future quotas 
and bases for excess dispositions. 

Although voluntary programs with 
benefit payments to entice participants 
have been used extensively, they have 
two distinct disadvantages. First, non
compliers benefit from the action of 
compliers unless some means is devised 
to reduce the effects of the resulting 
production cutbacks on prices. Second, 
they involve government expenditures. 
If dispositions were to be modified over 
time, government payments would 
have to reflect the product prices gen
erated under the program and there
fore would likely be greater than the 
amount needed at the beginning of the 
program. 

Regardless of enforcement proce
dures adopted for commercial producers, 
home consumption and dispositions of 
small producers would have to be ex
cluded from penalties and control. Such 
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exemptions would require greater re
strictions on larger producers. But to 
do otherwise would create serious ad
ministrative problems. Furthermore, 
ability to obtain producer approval of 
programs might be jeopardized if small 
producers were permitted to vote. 

Support Prices 

Purchase and sale of farm commodi
ties in connection with control pro
grams would entail large administra
tive costs and probably larger storage 
costs. For many of the products of the 
feed-livestock industry government 
buying and selling may be particularly 
difficult to carry out. In fact, the po
tential hazards probably would be a de
terrent to such efforts. 

Buying and selling by the government 
can seriously distort price relations 
based on quality and insulate produc
ers from the discipline of commercial 
demand. Even with these disadvantages, 
if the program involved a series of con
trols including final and intermediate 
products, government purchases and 
sales probably would be necessary to 
prevent wide swings in prices. 

Results of this study suggest that the 
implementation of a direct control pro
gram in the U. S. feed-livestock econ
omy would involve many complex 
problems. Some, therefore, may con
clude that direct controls should not be 
considered as a major farm policy al
ternative in the feed-livestock sector; 
such a conclusion is not necessarily war
ranted. There may be difficulties with 
direct controls, but there are also bene
fits. Furthermore, other farm policy al
ternatives would be confronted with 
economic and administrative difficulties. 

Rational discussion of farm policy 
must include economic and administra
tive comparisons among all major al
ternatives. No such comparisons were 
attempted within the framework of this 
study. However, results of this research 
when used in context should assist oth
ers to make necessary comparisons. 



APPENDIX 

Feed-Livestock-Vegetable Oil Model* 

Demand Equations 

Yi= .50928 - .00000982 Yn - .00000412 Z1 - .00000230 Y12 - .00000375 Z2 

- .00000408 Yrn - .00000329 Y14 - .00000072 y15 - .00000376 y16 

-.00000014 Z3 - .00000014 Z4 + .010691 T. 

Y2 = .53619 - .00000323 y11 - .00005792 Z1 - .00000321 y12 - .00000523 Z2 

- .00000569 Yis - .00000447 Y14 - .00000075 y15 - .00000389 Y16 

- .00000014 Z3 - .00000014 Z4 + .007099 T. 

Ys = .65801 - .00000256 y11 - .00000454 z1 - .00001900 Y12 - .00000488 Z2 

- .00000534 y 13 - .00000435 y14 - .00000102 Y1o - .00000534 Y16 

- .00000019 Zs - .00000020 z4 + .005995 T. 

Y4 = .52667 - .00000355 y11 - .00000630 Z1 - .00000420 Y12 - .00006869 Z2 

- .00000612 Y1s - .00000480 Y14 - .00000071 y15 - .00000368 Yl6 

- .00000013 Zs - .00000013 z4 + .005242 T. 

Yo= .73863 - .00000366 y11 - .00000648 Z1 - .00000432 Y12 - .00000578 Z2 

- .00005193 y 13 - .00002271 y 14 - .00000110 y15 - .00000573 Y16 

- .00000021 Zs - .00000021 z4 + .010069 T. 

Ya= .91716 - .00000326 y11 - .00000578 Z 1 - .00000385 Y12 - .00000516 Z2 

- .00002540 Yrn - .00025445 Y14 - .00000132 y15 - .00000689 Y16 

-.00000025 Zs - .00000025 z4 + .011821 T. 

y7 = 2.11439 - .00000149 y11 - .00000210 z 1 - .00000167 Y12 - .00000165 Z2 

- .00000230 y 13 - .00000273 Y14 - .00029842 y15 - .00002147 Y1a 

- .00000065 Z3 - .00000066 Z4 - .002503 T. 

Ys = 16.82550 - .00000811 y11 - .00001141 Z1 - .00002542 Y12 - .00000892 Z2 

- .00001251 y 1s - .00001479 y14 - .00001755 y15 - .00907331 Y16 

- .00016717 Zs - .00017019 z 4 + .177760 T. 

y9 = .71624 - .00000039 y11 - .00000054 z 1 - .00000504 Y12 - .00000042 Z2 

- .00000060 y1s - .00000070 y14 - .00000073 y15 - .00012983 Yl6 

- .00006044 Zs - .00005739 Z4 + .015972 T. 

Y10 = .76846 - .00000042 y11 - .00000059 z 1 - .00000542 Y12 - .00000046 Z2 

- .00000064 y 13 - .00000076 Y14 - .00000079 Y15 - .00014030 Y16 

- .00006101 Zs - .00006923 Z4 + .017176 T. 

• G. E. Brandow, pp. 64-73. 
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Livestock Product-Feed Price 

Ya= .0321 + .001341 Y20 

y5 = .0429 + .001550 Y20 

Y6 = .0672 + .002018 Y,20 

Y1 = .0928 + .002832 Y20 

Ys = 3.022 + .01098 Y20 

Other Relationships 

Yu= Y11 + 837 z1 + 136 T 
Yn = 7028.4 - 14.60 Y20 + 111 Z7 - 51 Zs 

Yrn = .2906 y15 - 50 T 

Yrn = Y1s + Y10 
Z5 = .0027 Y12 + .00285 Y14 + .0040 Y15 + .01776 Yl6 

+ .00438 Yn + .001676 Y1s + Z6 

Variables used in the feed-llvesiock-vegetable oil model 

Product 

Cattle, all ..... 
Calves ..... 
Hogs .. 
Sheep and lambs .. 
Chickens, all ..... 
Turkeys .. 

Eggs .. 
Mill<:, all .. 
Soybean oil .. 
Cottonseed oil .. 
Concentrates fed to livestock ..... 
Weight added in grain-feeding 

beef cattle ...................................................... . 

Broilers produced .. 
Farm chickens produced .. 
Concentrates required for 

other livestock II .. 
Number of cattle slaughtered ___ _ 
Cattle cycle position .. 
Time (designated T, 1956=0) 

• Farm price of beef cattle. 
t Liveweight slaughtered. 
t Wholesale price. 
§ Price index, 1955-57 = 100. 

Farm price 

Symbol Unit Symbol 

y1 $/lb.* Y11 
Y• $/lb. Z1 
Y• do. y,. 
y, do. z, 
Y• do. Yia 
Y• do. y,. 

y1 $/doz. Y10 
ys $/cwt. Y10 
Y• $/lb.t Za 
y10 do. z, 
Y20 § Z5 

Y11 

Y1s 
y,. 

Zo 
Z7 
ZS 

Quantity 

Unit 

Million lb.t 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Million. doz. 
Million cwt. 
Million lb. 

do. 
Million tons 

Million lb. t 
do. 
do. 

Million tons 
Million head 

11 

II Cattle and calves other than cattle on feed and dairy animals; sheep and lambs; horses 
and mules. 

11 Actual number of cattle slaughtered as a percentage of trend. Trend is 25.0 million head 
in 1956 plus 0.5 million head per year thereafter. 

Source: G. E. Brandow, Interrelations among Demands fOT Farm Products and Implica
tions for Control of Market Supply, Pennsylvania State University Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 680, August 1961. Table 14, p. 68. 
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